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Campus Works!
recognizes students
with disabilities
ByMattLiatM

"It gives them the

Reporter
University and Penla Career
Center students with special
needs were recognized during
a luncheon Wednesday, organized by the education program
Campus Works!
Many students with disabilities
were recognized by the program
for lending a helping hand this
semester on campus.
Campus Works! is a program
that places high school students
with special needs into work sites
on campus. They are assigned
to different University student
mentors, according to member
Amanda Dotson.
"It gives them the opportunity to learn job skills specific to
their career interests and goals,"
Dotson said. "It also gives us the
experience we'll need after we
graduate."
The "career exploration program" is a partnership between
the two schools to help students
in need of extra help with their
studies, according to Dr. Jeanne
Novak, the head of the program.
She said it helps give "meaningful
work experiences outside of the
classroom."
The luncheon was put together to show appreciation and
recognition to students with
disabilities. The mentors who
have been working this semester and the different supervisors
who have offered employment
in their department were also
recognized.
"We came to celebrate, with
students, their achievements this
semester," Novak said.
Amy Perry, a Penta administrator, presented each student with a
certificate of achievement. Perry
has been working nonstop behind
the scenes with this program and

opportunity to learn
job skills specific to
their career interests
and goals."
Amanda Dotson | Student mentor

has been recently nominated for
a Teacher of the Year award at
Penta, according to Novak.
Perry said it was a pleasure
working with the program and
with Novak for the past two years
as she celebrated the students'
"growth in responsibility."
Two of the students who were
recognized at the event gave
PowerPoint presentations on the
progress they have made over the
semester.
Sean Pierce, a Penta student,
had the room laughing as he talked about his job in the Union. He
would set up chairs and tables as
well as straighten up rooms for
conferences.
Mary Bigaila also shared a
PowerPoint. With tears in her
eyes, she said she was sad she
would no longer be working with
her mentors, Sam Wolfe and Kelly
Detherage. Bigaila was accompanied by her parents and her
supervisor Vicki Seifert, a library
associate, who has been working
with Bigaila this semester at the
lerome Library.
Bigaila served as the materials
assistant in the lerome Library
where she cleaned computers,
chairs and tables and made picture files.
She finished her presentation
with hugs all around as she wiped
away her tears. She said she was
"emotional" about the banquet.
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walked away with 10 items. "I definitely made out better." Navarre said

an ^co-exchange
Project Enlighten hosts successful clothing swap and donation drive
ByM.xFllby

"We weren't expecting so much participation,''
said Kevin Pence, the project leader. "We just had
a girl bring 50 items."
Students who are not involved with Project
Students looking for a summer wardrobe
"freecycled" their clothes at the Union Oval on Enlighten also helped out by attracting people
Wednesday by donating and swapping apparel with "free hug" signs at the Union Oval. Another
student offered support by playing "Phantom of
for the University's Project Enlighten.
More than 2,000 articles of clothing were the Opera" and l.ady Oaga songs on his violin
collected and more than $100 in donations during the swap.
were made by the end of the clothing swap.
"It's a fun and hassle-free way to eduThroughout the day, students swarmed the cate people in the community," said Amy
tables in the Oval where piles of donated clothes Tidier, graphic design instructor and Project
Enlighten adviser.
sat ready for swapping.
"I just thought it would be fun to come out and
Project Enlighten was also accepting cash
swap some clothes," said senior Brian Scavo. "I donations and even offered an activity called
"Dress-up lesup," where students could pay a
brought six items with me to swap."
Project Enlighten members collected more than
See SWAP | Page 2
400 clothing items less than two hours into the clothing swap. Cash and clothing donations from the
swap will be given to Goodwill and local churches.
Reporter

Student Legal Services
available to help students
handle legal troubles
By Zach Gai«
Reporter

Student starts Tree hug' protest after Findlay High
School cracks down on public displays of affection

"I had to move out

Students who are facing legal troubles are encouraged to seek help
from Student Legal Services.
The University offers students
a team of three full-time attorneys that advise more than 2,000
students a year according to the
Student Legal Services website.
Student Legal Services, which
is located in 401 South Hall,
charges students $7 per semester through students' bursar bills.
Students can opt-out of paying for
the services, but they will not be
able to use their legal assistance
for that semester, secretary of
Student Legal Services Marquita
lennings said.
One of the attorneys employed
by Student Legal Services, Rodney
Fleming, said that he personally
handles about 500 cases from students annually. He said of those
cases, about 85 percent of them
deal with land lord issues.

of my house because
the city of Bowling

By Anthony Phillips

Green found out that

Reporter

we had six people

A recent crackdown at Findlay
High School on public displays
of affection prompted several
students to protest — by giving
free hugs.
Findlay High School's handbook states that a student cannot engage in inappropriate
displays of affection and bodily
contact beyond hand holding
while on the premises or at
school related activities, such
as field trips. Findlay High
School's administration staff
was unable to comment.
lack Olesky, 17, started the protest April 14 by sending a few
text messages. The message
asked people to wear T-shirts or
a sign promoting a "Free Hug

living in our house..."
Byron Mack | Sophomore

Land lords will file law suits
against students for issues dealing with rent, damages to property and over-occupancy issues,
llemingsaid.
Sophomore Byron Mack was
forced to move out of his house
earlier this month because of an
over-occupancy issue
"I had to move out of my house

SPORTS

See LAWSUIT | Page 2

Day." Anyone who participated
was to hug other participants in
the hallway.
Following the free hugs was
an outdoor protest on April 15,
where more than 100 students
walked from Findlay High School
to the local newspaper, the
Findlay Courier.
Along the way they stopped at
Olesky's house. Olesky did not
take part in the event because he
was suspended from school and
restricted to his house.
"About 150 kids started chanting my name," Olesky said.
reprimanded on the first offense,
Olesky said the protest was but on the second offense they
started after a friend of his was would receive a detention for
verbally reprimanded for hug- hugging and up to a suspension
ging someone.
for intercourse.
Wednesday students sat down
Olesky said Principal Victoria
Swartz sent out an e-mail stat- with the student council to talk
ing students would be verbally about the issue. Olesky said he

CAMPUS

FORUM

Cross country begins races

Fill plates with pancakes

Rght the penchant to procrastinate

The men's cross country team prepares

As final papers are due and exams are just around

Dining Services. Wellness Connection

for the fall season by competing in indi-

the comer, columnist Hama Bbela urges students to

and the Resident Student Association

vidual competitions against other Mid-

fight the urge to put off work until the last minute,

had an all-you-can-eat pancake bash

because time is of the essence | Page 4

last night See photos | Pege 6

American Conference teams | Page 9
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SWAP SHOP: Freshman David Navarre digs his way through a pile ol clothes at Wednesday's clothing swap, held in the Union Oval Navarre said he donated and
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Who would you sue and why?

ESI

ERINMtCUE
Sophomore. Education
"Paris Hilton, because she's rich and
doesn't need that much money."
|P»ge4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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was not very confident going into
the meeting.
"The student council works
with (ho school more often,"
Olesky said.

H
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BLOTTER

tising across campus. Students
began setting up in the Union
Oval at 6 a.m. for the clothing
From Page 1
swap that ran for eight hours,
dollar to pick out an outfit for Pence said.
sophomore lesup Brooks to
"The students deserve the
wear. Brooks invited people to credit," said lenn Stucker, adviparticipate in the swap with sor and graphic design instruca sign while dressed in a pink, tor. "Their success shows that
polka-dot dress.
they've worked really hard to
"Dress-up Jesup wasn't my make this happen."
idea," Brooks said. "But I'm
The clothing swap is the
just excited to get involved fourth project that Project
with the group."
Enlighten has organized this
Project F.nlighten members year, Stucker said.
Members of Project Enlighten
prepared for the event by adver-

SWAP

TUES., APRIL 27
6:57 A.M.
Cheryl Fisher. 40. or Bowling Green,
was arrested for domestic violence
within the 400 block of
S. Enterprise St.

833 A.M.
Cathy Williams. 58. of Lebanon.
Ohio, was arrested for inducing
panic and menacing within the 1900
block of Gypsy Lane Road

are students in a graphic design
class called ArtD 4950 that is
open to non-design majors,
Fidler said. Students with all
different majors combine forces
in the class to develop projects
concerning sustainability and
eco-friendly ideas.
"Our sustainable design
class kind of breeches the gap
between majors with projects
like this," Pence said.
Project Enlighten students
and advisers said they hope
to extend their class' ideals
throughout the community.

2:34 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime
after 4 a.m. someone broke the
window of their apartment, damages
valued at $200. within the 600 block
of Frazee Ave.

5:52 P.M.
Jaren Thompson, 20. of Holgate.
Ohio, was arrested for drug abuse
within the 500 block of
N. Enterprise St

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

LAWSUIT
From Page 1

because the city of Bowling Green
found out that we had six people living in our house, when
the law states that we're only
allowed to have three, nonrelated," Mack said.
Cunentiy four people (including two cousins) live in the house.
which has seven rooms and three
bathrooms.
"I dont disagree with the law,"
Mack said. "1 understand its purpose, but it should go by a caseby-case basis."
Mack said he and his roommates were threatened with a
fine of $500 per day, per person living there if they did not
move out by a certain time. They
did not seek legal advice from
Student Legal Services because
of the extremely unlikely chance
ofwinning the case.

"I've heard that there is almost a
zero-percent chance of winning
a court case," Mack said. "People
have told me they tried to fight
it in the past, and there's no way
around it."
Mack and his roommates'
quick response to their over-occupancy problem saved them a lot
of problems and money, which
is the best way to work out these
types of legal issues, Fleming said.
"Communication with the
other party is the primary thing
Istudentsl can do to avoid a law
suit," Fleming said. "Most of the
time suits can get worked out by
talking to them even if they want
to dispute."
Fleming encouraged students
to react quickly to legal problems
and said that procrastinating can
cost them a lot of money.
"If you get to (Student Legal
Sendees] quickly, the matters can
be resolved quickly and cheaply,"
Fleming said.

"There are a lot
of kids that
cannot hug."

HUGGERS
From Page 1

WED. APRIL 28
304 A.M.
Joshua Gopp. 19. of Perrysburg, was
arrested for underage under the
influence within the 1000 block of E.
Wooster St.

AlAINAiUZAS
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BROWSE: Students search through the women's clothing piled up on tables outside during the clothing swap

[\ ONLINE: (io to bgviewvcom for the
i*fi
; fett blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

Do you want
to see
blogs. archives,
polls and
more stories?
check us out online
www.bgviews
>i i

He thought they would favor
the faculty's decision in enforcing the rule.
However. Olesky said he and
another student were interviewed and the student council
decided to work for a change
in policy. The student council
will be looking for a new policy
allowing "family-oriented" displays of affection like hugging,
but would still ban die more
sexual acts.
leff Dever, principal of
Bowling Green High School,
said he could not believe
Findlay cracked down so much
on public displays of affection
in the middle of the school year.

Jack Olesky | Student protester

Usually, schools wait until the
following year, he said.
"They must have had an awful
problem with it," Dever said.
Olesky said he is not quite sure.
He said he sees people in the
hallway hugging but not many
people kissing in comers, though
he agrees that would be bad and
the few that do it should stop.
Olesky said he hopes what
happened at Findlay can reach
other communities
"There are a lot of kids that
cannot hug" Olesky said.
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Help Make

THE BG NEWS

Your Newspaper

Share your insight, creativity, ideas and opinions with the campus community

The BG News is now accepting applications
for Summer & Fall 2010 Staffs

** *# ft«
looking for a campus organization that

STANDS OUT?
Contact us
at thenewsGPbgnews.com. call us at 419372-6966 or just swing by our newsroom
in 210 West Hall.
BUILD YOUR RESUME
GET REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE
SEE YOUR WORK PUBLISHED DAILY

•
•
•
•
•

Reporters
• Copy Editors
Staff Editors
' • Web Staff
Opinion Columnists • Videographers
Photographers
• On-Line Media
Graphic Designers
Assistants

Tk« BG News
is now looking for reporters, copy editors.
photographers.
videographers. columnists
and cartoonists.

ENHANCED SELF STORAGE
Going Away for
Internship. Summer Vacation
or Job opportunity?

Applications are available in 210 or 204 West Hall.
Interviews will begin April 26.
Return completed application and please sign up for an
interview time at 210 West Hall.

LEAVE YOUR CONCERNS IN STORAQEI

STUDENT SUMMER SPECIALS
5"x10' - $30 per mo + tax
5*x15' - $40 por mo»tax
10' x 10' - $50 por mo+tai
Route 25 at Route 582 • 419-345-8864

Heinzsite
1 & 2 Bedrooms
• Close io BGSU,
dishwasher, garbage
disposal, central air and
heal, no pets, washer
dryers in two bedrooms,
sprinkler system, & ofF
street parking.
•ONLY A FEW LEFT
• 1045 N Main Sirrrl

Boring Omn, OH 43402
•4(9-353-5800

1, 2,3 Bedroom
Homes and Apartments
Pets allowed in most units
with Pet deposit

Newlove Rentals
4

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

mecafafcom
inlbQmeacabftco

MECCA

Large Houses that allow
more than 3 unrelated people
Come in and see us,
let us help you find a home!

WASHINGTON
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Court skeptical on keeping
petitioner IDs private
WASHINGTON (AP) — Supreme
...running a
Court justices appeared skeptical
Wednesday about keeping secret
democracy takes a
the names of people who signed
a petition to repeal Washington
certain amount of
stale's gay rights law, suggesting citizens cannot always hide
civic courage."
behind anonymity if they want to
Antonin Scalia | Justice
lx' heard.
Opponents of gay rights want
the court to keep die names pri- group that organized opposition
vate to avoid intimidation by the to the law. objected, saying its
other side. But several justices members would lx' harassed if
questioned whether allowing peti- dieir names were made public.
tioners to stay anonymous might
"No person should sulfer
Imperil other vital open records harassment for participating in
like voter registration and lists of our political system, and the first
donors to political candidates.
Amendment protects citizens
"The fact is that running a from intimidation resulting from
democracy takes a certain compelled disclosure of their
amount of civic courage," Justice Identity and beliefs and their priAntonin Scalia said. "And the vate associations," lawyer lames
First Amendment does not pro- Bopp Ir. said.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
tect you from criticism or even
nasty phone calls when you Appeals in San Irancisco refused
exercise your political rights to to keep the names secret, hut the
legislate, or to take part in the Supreme Court stepped in and
legislative process
blocked release of the names
The case, which will be decided before the vote. The justices later
intervened in another case in
by the court before the end of the
summer, could draw a new line which gay rights opponents combetween voters' desire for open- plained about potential harass
nient. The court's conservative
ness in government and the right
to political speech unfettered by majority prevented broadcast of
the trial on California)) ban on
fear of intimidation.
same-sex marriage.
Opponents of the law that
Bopp said people who signed
expanded the rights of gay couthe petition laced the prospect
ples mounted a petition drive that
succeeded in getting a referen- of harassment Scalia called thai
dum on the "everything but -mar- "touchy feely. oh-so sensitive."
riage" law on last war's ballot. But
"You know, you can't run a
voters narrowly backed the law democracy this way, with everythat grants registered domestic
body being afraid of having
partners the same legal rights as
his political positions known."
Scalia said.
married couples.
While the campaign was under
"I'm Sony, lustice Scalia, but the
way, gay rights supporters sought campaign manager of this initiaaccess to the petitions under tive had his family sleep in his livWashington's open records law. ing mom because of die threats,"
Protect Marriage Washington, the
Bopp replied.

FRUGAL
FALCON$
DO's and DON'Ts
About Cars

%
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Terrorist attacks spike in Pakistan and Afghanistan
WASHINGTON (AP) — An senior adviser at the Center
increase in terrorist attacks in for Strategic and International
Pakistan and Afghanistan trij>- Studies.
gered a spike in the number
"So.to the extent we are seeof civilians killed or wounded ingmoreattacksin Afghanistan
there last year, pushing South and Pakistan, it's a reflection of
Asia past the Middle East as the resistance to U.S. policy and
top terror region in the world, presence as well as a strategic
according to figures compiled
shift by groups like al-Qaida
by a U.S. intelligence agency.
and foreign jihadis to concenThousands of civilians trate where they think they will
— overwhelmingly Muslim be most effective," he said.
— continue to be slaughtered
U.S. intelligence officials said
in extremist attacks, contrib- the 2009 totals — they do not
uting to the instability of the include attacks on the military
often shaky, poverty-stricken — offered one gli m met of hope:
governments in the region, Terror attacks In Pakistan were
the statistics compiled by the growing substantially early in
\;ii lonal Countei 'terrorism 200!) but leveled out toward the
Center show.
end of the year as Pakistani
The struggling nations pro- forces stepped up their assaults
vide havens for terrorists who on militant strongholds along
arc increasingly targeting the
the border.
U.S. and other Western nations.
The rise in violence in
At the same time, U.S.-led South Asia was offset by a
operations against insurgents continued decline in attacks
increased in both countries.
in Iraq, leading to an overall
The numbers, to a certain decrease in terrorism worldextent, are a reflect ion of where wide in 2009. compared with
the enemy is re-gathering," 2008. In Iraq, the number of
said loan /.arale, a top counter- attacks fell by nearly a third
terrorism official in the Hush from 2008 to' 2009, and suiadministration who is now cide bombings have plunged

"So, to the extent we are seeing more
attacks in Afghanistan and Pakistan, it's a
reflection of resistance to U.S. policy..."
Bernard Fmel | American Security Prefect
from more than 350in 2007 to
about 80 last year.
Hut even beyond South Asia,
the overall picture of terror
ism last year underscored
new threats in Somalia and
Yemen, where insurgents
have gained strongholds in
vast lawless stretches.
The terror threat to the
United States is partly a function of I he level of violence
worldwide, said
Bernard
I'inel. a senior fellow with the
American Security Project.
The larger the pool ofextrem
ists, the larger t he risk t hat some
will choose to attack American
interests or be recruited Into
groups like al-Qaida with global aspirations," he said.

While there are varied reasons
for the terror trends, they partly
reflect policy decisions by the

Hush and Obama administrations to pull out of the gradually
improving situation in Iraq and
focus military and diplomatic efforls on Afghanistan
and Pakistan.
The increased military pressure in Pakistan, experts say.
has helped disrupt al-Qaida
and Taliban groups. Hut in
Afghanistan, it has fueled
the insurgency, spawning
increased attacks against citizens in what experts suggest
is an insurgent campaign to
destabilize the government
and generate militant recruits.
The National Countenenorism
Center statistics measure
attacks against civilians. They
will be released later this week
in conjunction with the State
Department's annual assess
mem of global terrorism.

Need
Money?

• Near Campus

Before you buy,
check the car's history
through the National
Motor Vehicle Title
Information System at
www.nmvtis.gov

Security Fence
•24 Hr Access
•Clean
•Many Sizes
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Brought to you by:

Summer
Storage!

BGSU.
www.bgiu.rdu 'inwm
4193722252

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

GLASS CITY
-FEDERAL
'CREDIT UNION

(419)354-0070
1724E. Wooster
www.shamrockbg.com

Visit us on our
Website for our
2010-2011
FULL LISTING!
5% Discount

MECCABG.COM
1045 N Main St
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-353-5800
info@meccabg.com

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.prelerredpropertiesco.com

NOW IN PROGRESS

t

HAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pel allowed!
Mini Mall Apis. (Downtown)
' Bedroom & Efficiencies
ouses

Now Renting For
Summer 2010
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-4:30
530 S. Maple St

419-352-9378

&=

Book
Buy
Back
530 E. WOOSTER
419.353.7732
WWW.SBXGOFALCONS.COM

Cash4Books
Finals Wee Hours: Monday-Thursday 9am-8pm
Friday 9arr»-7pm • Saturday 9am-5pm

FORUM

"Communication with the other party is the primary thing [students] can do to avoid a lawsuit."
- Student Legal Services attorney Rodney Fleming on how students can deal with legal situations [see story, pg. 1].
Thinsday. April 29 2010 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET who would y0u sue aQd why?
"MTV because all

"Donald Trump

"James Cameron

"Miley Cyrus

they have is reality

because he's too
rich."

because I hate the
idea of Avatar"

because she has

TV-

k

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

two personas."

todays ft?ople On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
DANE SZENTE.
Fieshman.
Physics

Procrastination is a dangerous,
tempting habit for most students
hours before it's due or studying
for an exam the night before, but
have you ever wondered what it
would be like if you studied in

advance?

It's almost finals week. As I walk
to the computer lab. I bump into
a Friend whose bloodshot eyes
say ii all.
We say hello and pause for
a few seconds and — in an
attempt to avoid the deathl)
silence ih,II comes with these
tj pes "I meetings
I ask how
things arc going. She goes into a
lengthy diatribe about how this
semester's finals week is going
to kick her ass. I realize she is
probably the l(H)th person who
said that to me today alone.
I he computer lab is almost
lull by 9 p.m. with zombified
people in a state of sleep deprivation and sugar drink overdoses. Vet as I glance at their
computer screens I notice a
disturbing trend.
Most people are on lacebook.
We all know about the home
work that was eaten by your
grandmother excuse, but actually wasn't done because your
decided to play beer pong all
night. Or the exam you failed
because vnu decided to cram
lour weeks ol work into four
hours of studying after spring
break. One of the reasons school
seems hard is because many
haven't realized their greatest
foe is time.

Now I'm no grand benchmark
of student academic excellence.
I am speaking from experience
as a tragic victim of lime. I'm
not a motivational speaker or
something; I'm just a student
who decided to be honest. As
young people. I think we are
always under the grand illusion
that time is our best friend.
On some occasions we get
awaj with doing work a few

If everyone did their work,
further in advance, we would
have less crowding in computer
labs during exam week.
One of mankind's greatest
hindrances to success is procrastination. So before I continue. I just want to let you know —
if you procrastinate, you're not
alone. According to Psychology
today, 20 percent of people are
self-described procrastinators.
Psychology Today goes further, describing procrastinators
as "actively looking for distractions, particularly ones that
don't take a lot of commitment
on their part."
According to research done
by Joseph Ferrari, associate professor at DePaul University, procrastination conies in different
forms. Checking your Facebook
while you're cramming for a
final? I've done it, and that is
procrastination for you.
Arousal types are the crazy
thrill seekers who wait until
the last minute to get things
done in an attempt to gel high
off the euphoric rush. I know
these types well. These are the
kinds of guys and girls that are
always talking about how they
studied the night before for an
exam. They normally say this
with that look that says they
think they just did the coolest
thing on the planet.

Then, Ferraridescribes another type — "the avoider." Avoiders
avoid making decisions because
they woidd rather people think
they lack effort than ability.
This one is common, especially
when you're taking a class that's
kicking your ass and you get
so far in the semester thinking
you'll make it. Yet sadly, the class
keeps kicking your ass, and you

feel so uninspired and unmotivatcd you avoid having to study
for it or engage at all.
The decisional procrastinator holds off making decisions
because it absolves idem of the
responsibility for the outcome
of events. We don't want to deal
with having to face getting that
"F" or "D." i have always hated
dealing with grades because
some of my favorite classes
are the ones in which I got
the lowest grade. Failure is a
nightmare for some and it's
something we try to avoid, but
when failure is imminent in
some situations we don't want
to deal with it as an outcome.
School isn't easy. That's why
there are more people that
aren't in college than are. Sitting
in a classroom and allowing a
letter to define what you have
learned is unfair. Yet it's the only
way our primitive civilization
has decided to test how much
people know.
But if you signed up to go
to college, you know what to
expect. As adults, we need to
deal proactively and go to class
prepared. By spreading all your
studying during the semester, you avoid having to cram
everything into the last minute.
Avoid having too many social
obligations or avoid social obligations that hinder you from
your ultimate goal.
Use the remarkable resources
this school has to offer, like the
study skills center, the math
and stats tutoring center or the
counseling center.
If your goal is to get out of
here with a degree and an honest depiction of your academic
experience, fight procrastination and realize time is never on
your side.

Respond to Hamaat
thenewsQbgnetusxom

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS
AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The
Forum section is looking for more people like
you to write columns and illustrate for us. '
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

KIM SMITH,
Freshman.
Social Work

TRENT SZENTE.
Freshman,
Graphic Design

MEISHA WEAVER,
Sophomore.
Education

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE
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Cities' immigration incentives
turn backs on regular citizens

The people of France gave
Lady Liberty to the people
of the United Slates; a statue that represented the ideal
of the American Republic, a
land where people could find
a second chance. The words
written upon her still ring out
today. "Give me your tired,
your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your
teeming shore. Send these,
the homeless, tempest-tost to
me, 1 lift my lamp beside the
golden door!"
Immigration is the hot
button issue today. The idea
of undocumented people
flooding across our borders
to steal the jobs of hardworking Americans is a popular
visual that talk radio, TV and
the Internet is abuzz with
24/7. That image is definitely
racist and xenophobic and
brings out the worst side of
our people.
At the same time, there is
anothcrmcssagethatisalmost
as bad when examined.
I was watching Teagler and
Friends", a talk show hosted
by the former newscaster
and writer, Dick Feagler, on
VVVIZ PBS TV. The topic was
the welcome center proposed
for Cleveland. This center
would encourage immigrants
to settle on the shores of the
Cuyahoga River and make
their lives.
The panel had a business
person (50ish white male],
two newspaper people from
the Plain Dealer (one male,
,'iOish, and one female,40ish,

both white) and a local attorney/activist (40ish black
male). The attorney expressed
support for the construction
of the center, saying it should
be done instead of just being
talked to death as usual. The
others were supportive, with
the business types being
more cautious.
I had to wonder what was
on the attorney's mind as the
other panel members spoke
of the positives of immigrants
(these are the ones with
money, mind you) — more
likely to start a business, morelikely to possess skills and
education, more likely to have
a better work ethic and so on.
I couldn't help but think of the
large displaced population in
Cleveland being marginalized
by being shoved further off
the berm of the road and into
the ditch.
There was a recent syndicated column by Cokje and
Steve Roberts, two nationally
known news people and commentators, encouraging the
welcoming of immigrants,
pointing out programs by cities like Detroit that are recruiting immigrants to come to
their communities to settle,
offering many incentives to
them at the same time.
The Roberts' sang the same
song about work ethic, education and business savvy of
the immigrants. They also
encouraged the further liberalization of the guest worker
law, on the guise of bringing
in people with high tech and
science skills to our country.
In truth, these workers are
the indentured servants of the
21st century. They are paid
low wages by U.S. corporations and can only stay here
as long as they are working for
that company.

They impact the employment of our students who
are learning "skill sets" to be
employed in the" high tech
industry. U.S. high tech workers are paid higher wages and
have the freedom to move to
another company.
Again, I thought about
Detroit with its myriad of problems — schools closing, disappearing tax base, the imminent takeover by rich white
foundations. Detroiters are
overwhelmingly poor and of
color and are being dislocated
from the picture entirely. The
businesses immigrants start
are often in poor neighborhoods of color, where they set
up a small store selling food at
outrageous prices and alcohol
to medicate the misery.
In Detroit especially, these
"armored liquor stores" are
the only source of food in a
city that has no supermarkets.
These businesses are often
seen by the locals as another
example of urban colonialism
and exploitation.
While I like the idea of
immigration being discussed
without the hateful visuals, it
also brings up another disturbing vision of huge parts of
our population being written
off forever. The question is,
can we afford to even further
stratify our country and create a huge, permanent underclass by tossing the poor on
the trash heap for reasons of
economy?
If so, we will have to change
the words on Lady Liberty
to, "Give me your educated,
your rich, your upper classes
yearning to make it big in the
free market."
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WORLD BRIEFS
Hamas says Egypt
kills 4 Palestinian
smugglers with gas
GAZA CITY. Gaza Strip (AP)
- Palestinian officials in Gaza said
Egyptian forces have pumped gas
into a cross-border smuggling
tunnel, killing four Palestinians
A Hamas security official in
charge of the tunnel area said
the Egyptians filled the passage
with gas Wednesday. Gaza doctor Hamdan Abu Latifa said the
smugglers suffocated

There was no comment from
Egypt, which has been under pressure to choke off the smuggling
Hamas says Egypt has blown
up numerous tunnel entrances
recently
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Iran's president
seeks visa for UN
nuclear summit

UK campaign
gaffe: Brown calls
voter a bigot

Thai authorities,
protesters clash; 1
soldier dies

Russia accepts
responsiblity for
Katyn massacre

CUERNAVACA. Mexico (AP)-A
battle for control of a brutal cartel has
brought the drug war closer to the
heart of Mexico, terrifying this dty of
bougainvilleas. swimming pools and
yearlong warm weather that have made
it a popular retreat lor the capitals elite
and US retirees

UNITED NATIONS (AP)-A
nuclear conference at the United
Nations next week could provide
Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad with an opportunity
to lobby against a fourth round of
UN sanctions on his nation

LONDON (AP) - Britain's
bedraggled Prime Minister
Gordon Brown walked into a
political train wreck Wednesday
after forgetting to turn off hts

BANGKOK (AP)-Thai troops
fired rilles and threw tear gas at a
crowd of anti-government protesters riding motorbikes down a busy
expressway Wednesday, blocking their
effort to take the demonstrations that
have paralyzed central Bangkok into
the suburbs

MOSCOW (AP)-Russia's
state archives posted documents
on the Internet lor the first time
Wednesday about the Sonet
Union's World War II massacre of
more than 20.000 Polish officers
and other prominent citizens.

Ahmadinejad has applied for a
U.S. visa to attend next month's
conference to review the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty at UN
headquarters in New York. U.S.
Ambassador Susan Rice said
Wednesday

Bodies have been hung from
overpasses, dumped outside police
headquarters or left on busy streets with
their faces skinned. Mysterious e-mails
have warned people to stay home after
nightfall and to avoid driving the kind of
pickup trucks and SUVs favored by drug
lords, lest they become caught up in a
deadly dispute between nval gangs

The tunnels have been an
economic lifeline for Gaza, blockaded by Israel and Egypt since
Hamas seized the territory in
2007. Weapons have also moved
through the tunnels.

BGNEWS

Violence erupts in
Mexican vacation
hotspot

Cuemavaca. nicknamed the "City of
Eternal Spring." has erupted in violence
since a gun battle at a luxury apartment
building killed a notorious drug kingpm.
unleashing the fight for control of his
organization.

The Hamas official spoke on
condition of anonymity because
he was not authorized to give his
name.
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The conference opens Monday
and lasts nearly until the end of
May.
State Department spokesman
PJ Crowley said applications for
the Iranian delegation, including
Ahmadineiad. had been given
to the U.S. Embassy in Bern.
Switzerland, earlier Wednesday
and were under review.

Schools and offices sent students
and workers home early when the messages first circulated nearly two weeks
ago Nighttime classes in at least one
pnvate university were canceled Bars
and restaurants shut their doors, some
lor two days.

microphone
He described a loyal Labour
voter as a bigot for asking about
immigration, blamed advisers for
a "disaster" ahead of next week's
election, then rushed back to the
voter's house to beg her forgiveness.

The hourslong confrontation tilled
one soldier - apparently from friendly
fire - and wounded 18 other people
as it transformed the suburban streets
into a battle zone. Heavily armed
troops took cover behind terrified
commuters cars and one driver
clasped her hands in prayer as the soldiers wove their way through traffic

All the country could do was
look on - in shock, amazement
and sometimes glee - as the
painful, riveting drama played out
over television and radio for hours
The debacle created a massive
setback lor Brown on the eve ol
the last TV debate ahead of the
May 6 vote.

Security officials suggested the possibility ol an escalation in the violence
In a television broadcast Wednesday
night, they displayed 62 grenades they
said had been found m a bag dropped
by a motorcyclist who fled a police
checkpoint on a road leading to the
site of the clash.

Grandmother Gillian Duffy.
66, met with Brown at a campaign stop in the northern town
of Rochdale and questioned
him about the influx of Eastern
European immigrants who have
come to Britain

The bloodshed Wednesday was the
first violent confrontation in nearly a
week, and protest leaders accused the
government of leading the nation to
the brink of civil war

The step was a gesture to
Poland in a case that looms large
in Polish history, souring relations
between the two countries for
decades
President Dmitry Medvedev
ordered the documents posted
on the archives Russian-language
website, reflecting a new willingness in Russia to accept responsi
bility lor the killings at Katyn and
elsewhere in 1940.
Relations between Russia and
Poland have warmed following
the tragic April 10 plane crash
that killed Polish President Lech
Kaczynski. his wife and 94 others
on a flight to visit the Katyn forest
in western Russia for a memorial
ceremony on the 70th anniversary
of the massacre.
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The Print Responsibly project
will be in place for BGSU
students returning for the
Fall 2010 semester.
Returning students will receive an email message sent to
their BGSU email account detailing their page allocation
and costs for printing beyond the allocated amount.

BGSU
Watch for further details at the Print Responsibly web site at: www.bgsu.edu/printresponsibly
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FLAPJACKS : xtphomore Alex Fuller and senior Brian Cuncian put syrup on their slacks of
pancakes Last night's event, tilled Pancake Bash, drew in large crowds of students de-stressing
from exams with all-you-can-eat pancakes for H

HOT CAKES: Freshman Nicole Bragman. sophomore Amanda Messer. senior Jeremy Watson freshmen Biodi Mccormick and Sirena Ward
en/oy their all-youcan eat pancakes and coloring pages supplied by the Student Wellness Network so students could de-stress.
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JAZZ: Bassist Greg Wolfram, drummer Brian Lang, and saxophonist Dave Guyton play jazz at Wednesday night's Pancake Bash
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FACT Yark Subaru is Toledo's Exclusive Subaru Dealer.
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FAC1 Subary has College Grad Programs
Subaru recognized as the only manufacturer with all vehicles rated
at TOP SAFETY PICK by the Insurance Insititue for Highway Safety.
FACT Subaru has had record car sales for the past two years!
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Bowling Green susceptible to 'big-city problems'
■ HANNAH SPARLING
I IN FOCUS EDITOR

Bowling Green may be a liny,
college town, but it is not
immune to big-city problems.
Local businesses are suffering from the economic recession; Toledo, our 1-75 neighbor, has one of the largest sex
trafticking rings in the United
States; many students suffer

from depression and suicidal
thoughts; and there are people in Bowling Green without
homes or enough money to
buy food.
This month's In Focus is
about these issues and the
effect they have on our community and University.
I was in Chicago a few weeks
agolookingatgraduateschools
with a friend. While I was there,
I saw many homeless people
(or people I assumed were
homeless). They seemed to be
on every corner, asking for just
a little bit of money to get some

Detroit sex-trafficking
victim shares story to
awareness
By Chnttie

KVMMI*

Reporter

food, coffee or a bus pass to
stay warm for the night.
I even walked past one man
who had all of his belongings
in bags around him. He was
leaning against a wall, with his
back to the street, sobbing.
What has been bothering
me since I saw him is that I
just walked by. I did absolutely
nothing to help.
I don't know what I should
have done, but 1 do know I
had about $20 in my pocket I
didn't really need. I also had
a phone I could have used to
call someone with more infor-

mation (such as the location campus sprinklers watering
of a homeless shelter). I prob- us and the sidewalks instead
ably could not have fixed his of the grass. But that is not
situation, but I wish I would the case.
have tried.
(Though the sprinklers are
Here, there aren't homeless quite annoying. It takes a lot
people on every corner, and of timing and skill to get from
those suffering from depres- one end of campus to another
sion or involved in sex traf- without getting wet.)
ficking can be hard to pick out
leffWilbarger, director of the
of the crowd. But just because Daughter Project, said once we
the problems are harder to see know about a problem we have
on the small-town scale, does three choices: join those creatnot mean they don't exist.
ing the problem, do nothing
Sometimes, it seems the big- and remain neutral or become
gest obstacles University stu- part of the solution (see
dents face are exams and the "Detroit sex-trafficking victim

shares story to bring awareness" below).
This month's In locus can
help point out the problems
and issues in our community.
Then, we each have an individual choice to make.
Hopefully, this summer,
whether we're in Bowling
Green, home with our families
or graduated and starting our
first 'real' job, we pay a little
bit more attention to those
around us. And maybe, when
we see someone in need, we'll
lend a hand instead of just
walking by.

Recession hits home

Theresa
Flores
Survivor of the sex

A young, 15-year-old girl
experienced more hurt and
vulnerability than most girls
could imagine.
Theresa Mores is a survivor of
the second-largest crime industry in the world, human sex trafficking Years later, as a wife and
mother, Flores decided to share
her story no matter how much it
hurts to relive it each time.
When she was 15, Flores lived
in Detroit with a loving, Catholic
family when one of her classmates offered to give her a ride
««; home. He then proceeded to
;" •?■ date rape her while his cousins
'-*• took pictures of the event. These
pictures would be used to blackmail her from telling her family
or friends what they did.

trafficking industry

"[My parentsl didn't know,"
Flores said.
Flores worried for her family's
safety if she told what had happened. For the next two years,
the same boy and his cousins
would call her three or four
times a week, always on her own
personal phone and always after
midnight. They would tell her
to come to their home where
they would make her meet their
sexual desires.
Flores only got out of the situSee TRAFFICI Page 8

College students struggle
with stress, depression,
thoughts of suicide
By EIU Fowler

City Editor

Students are consistently
warned about the impact of
drugs and alcohol on their
lives. But relatively few are
warned about suicide and
depression.
However, suicide is the
second leading cause of
death among college students, according to a 2009
American College Health
Association survey.
Six percent of college students have seriously thought
about committing suicide
in the 2008-2009 school year,
while 30 percent of college
students felt so depressed
it was difficult to function,
according to the study.

"I think there is a
lot of pressure that
MAINABUZAS

goes along with this

Rfl

STUFFED: Day-to-day operator of Campus Pollyeyes, Bobby Nicholson, prepares chidtenandcheese-stuffed breadstkks for lunch
customers last fall

environment..."
Faith Ymgling | VWIness director

Stefani Hathaway, a psychologist in the counseling
center, said there are many
factors that lead to depression,
and environmental stress,
which occurs frequently on
college campuses, is one of
those factors.
Depression is one of the
See DEPRESSION! Page 8

Local businesses suffer as customers stay home to save money during tough times
spending money on the weekends.
"I've heard that a lot more people are smoking pot now instead of going out for a drink."
Everhart said. "There's no real competition for it,
A declining economy means people have to find and I guess it's cheaper than a case of beer."
ways to fulfill their needs and desires on a tighter
Restaurants like Campus Pollyeyes have also
budget; it also means businesses have to deal with seen a decline in business since the recession
fewer customers willing to spend money.
began. Campus Pollyeyes has been forced to
The recession has added to an overwhelming close an hour earlier, at midnight, on weekdays,
competition among bars in Bowling Green, said
See ECONOMY Page 8
Bob Everhart, owner of Ziggy Zoomba's. More
people are staying in instead of going out and
By Max Filby
Reporter

Nontraditional senior saves money for school by transforming vehicle into home
By Hannah Sparling

How to live out of a van:

In Focus Edrtor

For senior |oe Rowlett, home last
semester had four wheels, seatbelts and windshield wipers.
Rowlett, 50, lived in his van for all
of the 2009 fall semester andthe first
few weeks of the 2010 spring semester. He came to the University to finish the social work degree he started
at RreJands campus in Huron, Ohio,
but didn't have enough money to
rent an apartment
Before he moved into his van,
Rowlett lived with his brother near
Firelands, about 50 miles from
Bowling Green. He started going
to college at Firelands when he
was 47, but once he could no longer get the classes he needed t here,
he decided to do whatever it took
to finish his degree.
"I didn't really have the money
to drive back and forth," he said.
"So, I chose to live out of my van. I
chose to do whatever I had to do to
HANNAH SPAKUKi I THE BGNEWS

SERVE: Natassia Richard. Andrea Neal and Jamall Freeman (left to right) serve meals at Cherry Street Mission Ministries Monday evening

See HOMELESS | Page 8

Senior Joe Rowlett, 50, spent last
semester living out of his van.
Below are some of the ways he
made-do without the comforts
of a home or apartment.
rood: Because he did not have
a refrigerator or an oven, most of
Rowlett's meals came from a prepaid McDonalds card. He said he
put about J100 or $150 on it at
the beginning of the semester and
tried to make it last as long as possible. He also ate several meals at
the Active Christians Today house
on Wooster Street and he had a
friend who toolc him out for meals
a few times during the semester.
Laundry: Rowlett did his
laundry at Quick Clean on East
Wooster Street. He said he went
there a few times during the fall
semester to do his laundry, study
and get out of the cold for a few
hours.
The Quick Clean kmd of

became my getaway spot because
they're open 24/7. it's warm [and]
it's well-lit," he said. "It had a home
feel to it."
Showers: Every morning,
Rowlett drove to the Student
Recreation Center. When it
opened at 6, he would go in and
get ready for the day.
"I went there every day and I
would shower and brush my teeth
and do all those sorts of things.' he
said. "That was my bathroom, so
to speak."
Sleeping: In the back of his van.
Rowlett replaced the seats with
a mattress, a sleeping bag. extra
blankets and lots of pillows. He
said he did not leave the heat on
at night because he was afraid he
would forget about it and choke or
suffocate.
"The vfcn was warm when I
would go to bed ... but I didn't run
[the heat] all night long." he said.
"It just didn't seem right It seemed
kind of scary."

FOCUS
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HOMELESS
From Page 7
get through school."
Kowlett replaced all the seals in
the back ol his van with a mallress,
.1 sleeping bag and lots of pillows.
At night, lie would drive to wherc\ er he planned to sleep, cover up
.ill the windows and go to bed

rfe said he tried to change vvhere
lie parked his van most nights
in keep from drawing too much
attention. Throughout the semester, he slept in cornfields, church
parking lots, the parking lots at
Meijer and Wal-Mart and the rest
stop on lnlerstale-75.
Every morning. Howlett would
get up around 4 or 5, get some coffee and then drive to the Student
Recreation (enter. There, he
would shower, brush his teeth and
get ready for the day.
I hat was my bathroom, so
in speak," he said. "At first I was
uncomfortable, hut after a while it
was ()K because I got used to it."
Kowlett said, for the most part,
people left him alone while he
lived in his van. The police came
anil asked him questions one
night when be was sleeping in the
Meijer parking lot. but there was
never any real trouble.
"I never got harassed or both
ered," he said. "... I think everyone was pretty cool with it. I don't
ilimk anybody looked at me oddly.
If they did. it wasn't odd enough
for me to pick up on it."
Howling Green doesn't have
a homeless shelter, but U. Tony
lleti irk of the Howling Green

ECONOMY
From Page 7

said owner Bobby Nicholson.
"Customers are getting
smaller orders of breadsticks
and ordering for delivery less
often." be said.
Campus Pollyeyes offers an
overnight brcadstick mailing

sen ice to University graduates
that has also taken a large hit
in the past two years.
"I think people are trying to
be sin,mer with their money
b) eating at home more,"
Nicholson said. "But its going
to be really tough this summer
with the students leaving."
Gift services, like those
available from The Flower
Masker in downtown Bowling
Green, continue to struggle
through the recession. Owner

DEPRESSION
From Page 7

leading causes of suicide,
Hathaway said. Symptoms of

depression orsuicidal thoughts
Include weight gain or loss,
sleep problems, sense of tiredness, exhaustion, change of
mood, irritability and more.
Faith Vingling, director
of the Wellness Connection,
said students are faced daily
with various stresses, including Financial stress, academic
stress and social stress. These
stresses can morph into
depression or depression-like
symptoms.
T think there is a lot of pressure that goes along with this
environment," Yinglingsaid. "I
think there is a lot of change,
especially when students
make the adjustment from
high school to college. That is
a huge life change."
I reshman Amy Arnold said
she thinks many students deal
with depression at some point
during their college careers.
"I think we have a lot more
to deal with today (than in the
pastl," she said. "There is a lot
of stress and anxiety with college, just a lot of pressure."
Hathaway said students
struggling with depression

about running the pantry is keeping the shelves stocked. Though
people donate a lot around the
holidays, they tend to forget during
the rest of the year. In the summer,
she said, donations go down, but
the number of people who need
food goes up because children are
out of school.
Woessner said in the end, the
results arc worth the trouble.
"It's a good feeling to see the people leave happy and know the kids
are going to have food," she said.
Roz Goodwin, director of community services at Cherry Street
Mission, said most of their guests are
from Toledo, but the)' do get some
people from surrounding areas and
even a few from other states.
She said while most homeless
shelters have a time limit, anyone
18 or older can stay at Cherry Street
as long as he or she needs.
"We feel it's important to take
time off the table." Goodwin
said. "I think that creates a tremendous safety net for people
who need to be rescued, who
have nowhere else to go."
Before Goodwin look the job
at Cherry Street three years ago.
she was a banker for 20 years. She
said one day the director of Cherry
Street just called her up and asked
if she wanted the job.
"I wore a suit every day [at the
bank)," she said. "Back then I probably would have been afraid of the
people I serve now."
Goodwin said some of the
people who stay in the Cherry
Street shelters have jobs or are
going to school; they are just
not in a position where they

Police Department said that does
not mean people can sleep wherever they want.
"You can't just plop down anywhere," he said.
Hetricksaid, for example, people
sleeping on private property or in
city parks after they close at sundown can be cited. He said when
police find homeless people, they
usually try'l0 sc' them up with the
Unk, a crisis hotline in Bowling
(ircen and part of the Behavioral
Connections agency. He said they
have also driven people to homeless shelters in other cities, such
as the Hope House in Findlay or
Cherry Street Mission Ministries
in Toledo.
liven though there is no shelter
in ltowlingClreen, the BGChristian
food Pantry, with locations on East
and West Wooster Streets, helps
people get food if they cannot
afford it on their own.
Shirley Wocssner, director of
the pantry, said people can come
and get groceries once every two
months. How much food they are
allowed depends on the size of
their family.
Wocssner said how much business the pantry gets varies from
month to month, but in January it
served 130 families, or 378 people
in all. She said few people sec it or
think about it, but there are people
in Bowling Cireen who do not haw
enough money to buy food.
"If they're lucky enough to have
a job, they'll have enough money
to put a roof over their head ... but
then they don't have anything left
for food, she said.
Wocssner said the hardest part
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DINE: Alvin Robinson Sr. enjoys a free meal at Cheiry Street Mission Ministries Monday evening

can afford a place to live.
"Life just happens sometimes,"
she said. "No one wakes up
determined to be homeless."
Even if Bowling Green had
a homeless shelter like Cherry
Street, Kowlett said he probably
would not have gone, and he did
not use the food pantry while he
lived out of his van.
"I didn't really feel like 1 was
that destitute," he said. "I think
there are a lot of people that
have greater needs than I do. I
wouldn't want to take up a spot
that somebody could really use."
Kowlett said what really set
him apart from other homeless
people, and why he would not
use a shelter, is he was homeless

Maryann Sandusky-Gibson
has periodically given up her
own paycheck in order to keep
the business afloat.
"I went about seven months
without a paycheck after the
economy took nosedives in
2008 and 2009," she said.
Although The Flower Basket
has not officially laid off any
florists, Sandusky-Gibson
now works anywhere between
30 and 84 hours a week after
she decided to save money by
not replacing a former worker.
And even though The Flower
Basket is currently going
through a boom period due
to increased orders for proms
and Mother's Day, small
orders are becoming more
common than large flower
and gift orders.
"People just don't have the
disposable cash right now

to buy things," SanduskyGibson said. "I can't tell you
how many times we've had
people come in with credit
cards that don't work."
Local business owners are
not the only people having
financial trouble. Recent graduates are going through difficulties as well.
University alumnus Rufus
Williams, who graduated in
2009, had trouble getting a job in
sports administration and communications.
Williams has since moved to
Dallas to temporarily work for
AT&T inc.
"Everyone is trying to be
smarter and utilize who they
already have instead of hiring
new people, fresh out of college,''
Williams said.
The economy is forcing people to take more of an initia-

tive and be more creative when
it comes to their professional
lives, he said.
TheUniversityofTexas recently
gave Williams an internship and
the opportunity to attend graduate school for free. Williams was
offered the internship after he
began letting people know of his
availability as an employee.
"Some people told me I was
unprofessional for doing that,"
Williams said. "But the recession
just means you have to be more
aggressive to get a job."

have many options on campus.
"The main resource is the
counseling center." she said.
"|The counseling center has| a
number of different services.
When students are struggling,
anything from a bad day to
they want to improve how they
function, to depression and
anxiety, to more serious mental health issues, all of those
things are welcome at the
counseling center."
The counseling center
also refers students to other
facilities on and off campus
like the Link hotline, financial aid services and money
management.
Freshman Heidi Long said
a counselor at the counseling center referred her to the
health center, where she was
finally diagnosed with depression and bipolar disorder in
December.
"If I never would have went
there, I would have probably dropped out |of collegel,"
she said.
Long said it was the trust
between her and her counselor
that helped her move forward.
"You can trust them because
they are not going to go run
their mouth behind your back
to another one of your friends,"
she said. "It is just a secure

environment, and I have been
going over there once, sometimes twice a week, every week
since October."
Despite the services offered
on campus, Hathaway said
the number of people who
seek help are a minority rather
than a majority. She said this
is largely due to the stigma
surrounding both depression
and suicide.
"There is this old perception
that [depression] is just a weakness and people need to pull
themselves up by their bootstraps, that they are just wallowing," Hathaway said. "It's not like
that. There are misunderstandings about equating depression
with 'oh, you're crazy.'"
Sophomore Chuck Polinko,
who suffered from depression
in middle school and high
school, said when people hear
about depression they think of
secluded people.
"They think that [those who
suffer from depression! lock
themselves in their rooms and
don't come out," Polinko said.
"People think you can see it, but
you really can't. IPeople who suffer from depressionl can put on a
fake smile even though it is killing
them inside."
However, Hathaway said it is
important for those who notice
depression or suicidal symptoms

in someone else to make sure
that person seeks help. There are
many ways to help a person in
that situation, she said.
"Being specific is helpful, being
supportive and care," she said.
"What is going to make the most
sense for the person depends on
the person. General tips would be
to express concern if you are worried aboutthem, tell them you are
worried and tell them why."
If a student doesn't feel comfortable talking with family,
friends or counselors on campus, they can also talk to peer
educators, fellow students who
have been trained on healthrelated issues.
"Often times it is easier to talk
to other students about issues
than it is to talk to ladultsl,"
Yingling said. "Our peer educators have basic knowledge about
[health] issues. They know how
to handle those issues and how
to help other students with
those issues."
Yingling said it is important
for students struggling with
depression or suicidal thoughts
to remember there are others
dealing with the same issues.
"They are not alone in their
experiences. That is one of
the most important things to
remember," she said. "There is
help available. There are resources available."

"People just don't
have the disposable
cash right now
to buy things."
Maryann Sandusky-Gibson

DEPRESSION BY THE NUMBERS
Percentages of thou who felt so depressed it was difficult to function:
h>rn ile

Total

No. Never

52.1

43.7

46.7

No. not in the past 12 months

21.3

23.4

22.6

Yes. in the past two weeks

8.2

10.0

9.4

Yes. in the past 30 days

5.0

6.3

5.8

Yes. in the past 12 months

13.4

16.6

15.5
30.7

Any time within the past 12 months 26.6

33.0

Percentages of those who have seriously considered suicide:
Male

I t.TVi,l!f

Total

No. Never

83.2

80.7

81.5

No. not in the past 12 months

10.9

13.4

12.5

Yes. in the past two weeks

1.5

1.2

1.3

Yes. in the past 30 days

.9

.9

.9

Yes. in the past 12 months

3.6

3.9

3.8

Any time within the past 12 months

5.9

5.9

6.0

Source: American College Health Association 'National College Health Assessment 2009.
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by choice. He could have con- Then, he plans to head east to
tinued living with his brother, work on his master's degree. He
but he came to Bowling Green said he is not sure what will hapinstead, trading the comforts of pen, but he definitely will not rule
out spending another year or so
a home for an education.
Even though it was difficult at in his van.
In the end, Kowlett said his
limes, and there were some cold
nights, Kowlett said he would do experience with homelessness
will actually end up benefiting
it all again if given the chance.
"I like a little difficulty," he said. him career-wise.
"I'm certainly not your tradi"I think I'm a little sharper when
things are somewhat difficult, tional homeless person, but I
like that I've experienced that
when it's not too easy.
"I'll think back and reflect on and I think it will make me a
just the quietness, the experienc- better social worker," he said. "I
es I had. When you're out there, think in the long run it might
you get a better look at the stars. give me a good perspective
It's kind of a glorious thing, really." when 1 start working with cliIn August, Kowlett will gradu- ents ... I know what it's like, a
ate with a degree in social work. little bit, to be homeless."

TRAFFIC
From Page 7

makes other victims fearful to
come forward." Perdue said.
"We don't have appropriate social
responses in place and it's going
to take a lot of changes to take
responsibility for these youth."
The United States only has
four safe houses up and running for rescued victims of sex
trafficking. The number of beds
doesn't even come close to the
number of victims who need
them, with an estimated 20,000
people trafficked into the United
States every year.
Flores is working on starting
a safe house in the Columbus
area, and Jeff Wilbarger, director of the Daughter Project,
is looking to set one up near
Bowling Green.
Wilbarger had been teaching
math for 23 years when he read
the book "Not for Sale," which
tells real-life stories of women
involved in the slave trade.
"1 knew I couldn't do nothing
about it," he said. "Once we're
educated about it we have a
choice to either be a trafficker, to
be neutral or part of the solution,
and that's what I want to do."
Wilbarger expected to have to
work in another country before
he learned about the issue in
Toledo.
The Daughter Project is hoping to find a plot of land to begin
building the house. The house
will provide 24-hour care for
six girls in education, nutrition,
counseling and more,
"A big part of their recovery is
the relationship part," Wilbarger
said. "We want them to be able
to build relationships."
The house will be run by volunteers, and the project is still
looking for anyone interested in
donating funds or volunteering
on one of five committees. The
project's information and volunteer or donating opportunities
can be found at thedaughterproject.org.
Members of the project hope
to have the house completed by
August.
"For me, even though I haven't
met the girls, I'm doing this
as if they were my daughter,"
Wilbarger said. "These girls are
suffering unimaginably, and if
we can save one girl then what
we have been doing the last
three years is worth it."

ation because her father got relocated for work.
The psychological manipulation led to shame, and Flores
didn't tell anyone what had happened for some time.
Years later, she attended a conference vvhere she learned about
human sex trafficking.
"I didn't even know what happened to me was called this,"
Flores said. "I also learned
how prevalent this is right now
because I thought I was the
only one."
Flores didn't know of anyone
who shared personal stories of
being involved with sex trafficking, and she decided someone
needed to do it. She now travels
all over the United States sharing her story in hopes of making
a difference.
"I want people to understand
this happens and to be able to
see the signs of someone being
trafficked," she said. "I also want
to reach out to girls who it may be
happening to in the audience."
Learning of their daughter's
full story was difficult for Flores'
parents.
"It's hard for my parents
because they feel guilty that they
missed that," she said.
Sex trafficking doesn't always
happen like it happened to
Flores. There are several different ways the crime can take
place, from trafficking runaways
to kidnapping women.
A recent report by the Ohio
Trafficking in Persons Study
Commission estimates there
are about 1,000 American-born
children forced into the sex
trade every year in Ohio alone.
Toledo has been ranked fourth
in the nation by the FBI and the
National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children as a top U.S.
recruitment city for trafficking
children.
Tasha Perdue, a member of
the Ohio Trafficking in Persons
Study Commission Research
and Analysis Sub-Committee,
has researched the issue of sex
trafficking in the Toledo area.
"Toledo is a recruitment area
where people are taken to differentareas,"Perduesaid."Children
can be recruited by anyone."
The average age for recruitment ranges from 12 to 14 HUMAN SEX
years old.
"It's usually someone they TRAFFICKING
trust and they usually develop a -Trafficking for labor and sexual
relationship with them," Perdue exploitation is the
said. "It's a lot more damaging second-most-profitable organized
crime industry in the world.
that way."
Victims begin to believe lies -An estimated 300.000 youth are
from their traffickers, such as involved in commercial sexual
exploitation in the United States.
believing they themselves are -About
1,000 American-born
three or four years older. Once
are forced into the sex
they are rescued, it takes many children
trade in Ohio every year.
rounds of interviewing to get the -Toledo ranks fourth in the nation as
true story, Perdue said.
a top U.S. recruitment city for
Members of the Ohio trafficking children.
Trafficking in Persons Study -Ohio ranks fourth in the nation for
Commission are looking to arrests of traffickers and rescues
make a standard form for law of victims.
enforcement advisors so they
can keep a record of what traf- Sources: OH Trafficking In Persons
ficking looks like.
Study Commission, FBI Lost Initiative.
Even after victims are rescued, National Center for Missing and
the problems do not end. There Exploited Children. Child Neglect and
is often nowhere for them to go.
Abuse Agencies. Daughter Project
"They are often sent to the
juvenile detention center, which
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BG keeps rolling to defeat CSU, improve streak
Apthorpe picks up win to help ■■^^^^^■■^■■■i^lead team to ninth straight win
By Justin Onslow
Repo.v,

SOFTBALL
Falcons fall in game
two of doubleheader
After dropping the first game
of a doubleheader at Notre
Dame, 4-1. the Falcons could
not bounce back as the Irish
pulled off the clean sweep with
a 8-5 victory in the second
game. Despite the loss Susan
Sontag (above) had a strong
outing. Sontag hit a home run
in game one and then had two

During its previous eight games,
the Falcon baseball team hen
efiled from spectacular team
efforts and extreme consistency. Wednesday was no different, as the Falcons defeated
Cleveland State for the second
time this year, extending their
current winning streak to nine
games in an H-2 victory.
Wednesday's game was BG's
only mid-week game this week
so several non-rotational starters saw action on the mound.
Freshman Cody Apthorpe
went three solid innings for BG
in the win before giving way to
six other falcon pitchers, who

combined for two earned runs
in the final six frames.
Once again, the Falcons
got a good performance from
their defense, which has been
key in their nine-game streak.
BG committed only one error,
which did not result in any
Cleveland State runs. During
iheircurrentstreak.theFalcons
have committed only It) errors
and have taken advantage of IB
opponent errors.
Senior third haseman Derek
Spencer and senior outfielder
David Borcherdt paced the
Falcons on offense with two
hits each. Senior center fielder
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See BASEBALL! Page 10
BIG NIGHT:
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hits in game two.

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.

Spring training

Falcon softball falls
in first game to Irish
By Br«tt Wane
Reporter

Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"

The Falcon softball team
was only able to muster two
hits against Notre Dame
on Wednesday, as they tell
4-1 in the first game of a
doubleheader.
The loss drops the Falcons
to 10-21 on the season, while
the Irish improve to 39-9.
The game was scoreless
throughout the first two and
a half innings until Heather
Johnson of Notre Dame was
able to bring Katie Fleury
home for the Irish.
Notre Dame then used a
two-run fifth inning to break
the low-scoring game open,
before closing out with strong
pitching from lody Valdivia.
Valdivia struck out nine,
while only giving up two hits

to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com ,

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure

and one run. Johnson finished
with two Rlils in the game.
For the Falcons, senior
Susan Sontag hit her third
home run of the season in the
seventh inning of the game,
but that was all the Falcons
could score.
Freshman Hannah I ulk
had the only other hit for
BCi with a double during the
fourth inning.
The Irish were able to
keep freshman Paige Berger

to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

Today in
Sports History
1936—The first pro baseball game in Japan is played
Nagoya defeats Daitokyo, 8-5

By Tom Wither*
The Associated Press

With BG's 8-2 victory over
Cleveland State Wednesday,
the Falcons improved their
winning streak to nine games.
Today we look at the top performers from the victory.

l-for-3 with four RBIs. He also
recorded six putouts at first
base.
2. Vannet: Catcher Matt
Vannet helped lead the BG
onslaugt at the plate, connecting on one of his two
plate appearances and driving
in two runs.
3. Blanton:
Blanton only had one hit in
the win, it was a home run.
4. Apthorpe: A freshman pitcher, Cody Apthorpe
picked up the win after pitching three strong innings.
5. Berth Jon Berti had two
runs, but also made an impact
in the field as he recorded six
assists and one putout

Fulk
Had BG's only
other hit in the
loss, a double

in check. Berger struck out
twice and was 0-3 at the plate.
She came into the game seeking the record for most home
runs hit in a season by a freshman, but it will have to wait
until game two.
BG pitchers gave up seven
hits in the game and only
struck out one batter.
Melissa Bott gave up three
of the four runs the Irish
scored and also walked
three hatters.
Zada Lines only gave up one
hit out of the eight batters she
faced but gave up a run and
walked two during her one
and two-thirds innings.
Results of the second
game are available at www.
bgnewssports.com.

for Cavs and Lebron

The List

baseman Andrew Kuns went

A

Hannah

Injured elbow perplexing

1892—Charlie Reilly ft the
first pinch hitter in baseball
history.

1. Kuns: Freshman first

i

Susan
Sontag
Had her third
home run of the
season in the loss
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All ALONE: The BG men's cross cotintiy team has compered as individuals in meets this spring to piepaie lot the fall season.

Falcons competing as individuals this spring
By Brad Frank
Reporter
Members of the BG men's cross
country team have been enter
tag track and field meets as
open competitors throughout
2010 in preparation for its season in the fall.
Runners compete in many
different distance races to
improve both their speed and
endurance for the upcoming
season and to maintain (heir
competitiveness
between
seasons.
"The reason we compete in
open track meets during the
spring is to keep our competitive edge so that we're used to
racing and actually seeing competition," said leff Fhler, who
will be a senior next season.
"We race against different
IMid-American Conferencel
schools so it gives us an
opportunity to see what we

(

might face in the fall, where
we stand, and what we might
need to do better."
Larlicr this month they raced
against fellow MAC schools
Toledo and Ohio University in
Athens, Ohio.
The Falcons are primarily concerned with maintaining
their high-level training all year,
but they are conscious of the
times they record when competing in open meets.
"During the spring, I would say
a lot of us would say it's about
our training, but to say we don't
care about competing is not at
all the case," Fhler said. "We're
excited when we get the chance
to compete. We're excited."
Runners will competein races
from as short as 800 meters to
as long as 10,000 meters, the
length of the course at the Great
Lakes regional meet, the qualifier for nationals.
The following are some
i

notable finishes so far this year
in open competition: lason
Salver placed second in the
5,000 meter run at the Ohio
Women's Team Challenge earlier this month. Peter Miles
placed third in the one-mile
run at the Tom Wright Classic
in lateJanuaryandlesseSmuda
placed third in the 5,000 meter
run at the Tom Wright Classic.
Having success in 5,000 meter
run is a good sign for the season
opening dual meet at Toledo.
The length of the course for that
race is the same.
A win against Toledo would
erase some of the bad memories
from last season's dual against
Toledo, when the Falcons did
not fare well against the Rockets.
Toledo grabbed four of the first
five finishes en route to a 40-19
victory.
See RUNNERS Page 10

CLEVELAND — LeBron
lames' ambidexterity makes
him special, perhaps the
most skilled basketball player on the planet.
lames can drive, dribble
and create with either hand.
It's not widely known that
lames writes with his left.
He never shoots free throws
that way.
He did Tuesday.
Bothered by a puzzling
injury that numbs his elbow,
lames curiously launched
and missed a free throw lefthanded in the closing seconds of Cleveland's 96-94
playoff win over Chicago,
adding some unexpected latenight drama to the Cavaliers
advancing to a second-round
matchup against Boston.
lames revealed afterward
that the elbow has been
troubling him for weeks.
He underwent treatment
Wednesday and is expected
to have further testing done
before Saturday's Game I.
X-rays and an MR1 taken
on Monday showed no obvious structural damage, but
clearly something is wrong
with James' elbow, which he
has covered recently with a
padded, protective sleeve.
"I don't know, honestly,
what's going on with it,"

"It bothers me more
because I don't
actually know what
it is..
Lebron James I Cleveland Forward
lames said after finishing one
assist shy of a triple-double
in Game 5. "I've done tests to
try and figure ibis thing out.
but it almost feels like you hit
your funny bone and it kind
of numbs up for a little bit.

"It bothers me more because
I don't actually know what
it is. We'll figure it out. I've
never had a problem with my
elbow before."
A Cavs spokesman said the
team will provide a medical
update after lames is evaluated. The team did not practice on Wednesday, giving
the puzzling injury another
day's rest.
James said he isn't concerned about the elbow and
doesn't think it's serious.
If so, then why did he
refuse to discuss his elbow
when asked about it before
the game?
If it's no bigdeal, then why
did he and the Cavaliers
essentially hide the injury
See LEBRON | Page 10
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for weeks?
And. if it's not serious,
(hen why does it seem to be
getting worse?
The Cavs are counting on
lames to be himself in what
promises to be a physical
series with Boston.
The Celtics, written off as
too old and on the decline
entering the postseason,
look ready to challenge the
league's best team after easily
dispatching the Miami Heat
In five games.
Afterbelng outplayed inlong
stretches by the scrappy Bulls,
the Cavaliers have enough
to worry about as they prepare for their second series in
three years against the Celtics.
Throw in lames' injury, which

RUNNERS
From Page 9
Ehler said some changes in
the team's approach to training
can allow the lalcons to overcome some weaknesses they
had last season and be a much
improved team.
"Some of the major strengths
we have as a team going into
this fall is that everyone is so
into training as hard as they
can," Hhler said. "In recent
years people would say they
would train but did actually
mean it."
One of the biggest ways the
team can improve is by staying
closer togel her during races and
then getting the gap between
the first and last runner on the
team closer.
"When it comes to training,
everyone needs to stay together. Sometimes everyone gets
spread out." Hhler said. "This
spring was the first time we
saw people running together
consistently.
"We need to fight better this
season. That's one of the things

flared up in Games 4 and 5 to communicate.
"I couldn't hear him,"
against the Bulls, and there
could be cause for some legiti- Brown said following the
game. "Apparently, he wantmate concern.
Maybe as troubling as ed to lake a time out to get his
lames' elbow was his decision elbow stretched or looked at
to shoot his second free throw or something like that. I did
— arguably his biggest of the not pick up on it at that time
season — lefty with 7.8 sec- and so he shot the free throw
left-handed."
onds to go.
Poorly. The shot clanged off
When he stepped to the line,
the Cavs were leading 95-92. the right side of the rim, misslames then calmly drained his ing so badly some thought he
first free-throw attempt, but may have been trying to miss
seconds after the ball went intentionally.
But |a mes later said he chose
through the net, he began
shaking his right arm, hop- to shoot left-handed because
ing to get some feeling back his right arm was numb and
he felt the Cavs were in conbefore his second shot.
lames briefly looked at trol with a four-point lead.
"If I had to make it, I'd have
Cleveland coach Mike Brown
and asked if the Cavs had tried it with my right hand,"
another time out. They he explained.
It's hard to imagine a playhad one left But with the
Quicken Loans Crowd rag- er like lames, who prides
ing, coach and player failed himself on his knowledge of
we need to have."
As a senior. Hhler has some
goals he would like to see the
team accomplish before he
leaves the program.
"For our team this year, I'm
hoping to accomplish leaving the team better than what
it was when I first got here,
though we've gotten a lot better," he said. T don't want to be
last place in the MAC again. I
want to beat Toledo in the dual.
I want to come in the top 10 at
the All-Ohio meet.
"These are all reachable goals
for our team. I know I'm not the
only who has these goals."
After competing in the Gina
Relays in Hillsdale. Mich., this
past weekend, the men's cross
country team is now done competing in open track and field
meets for the spring.
The Falcons will continue
trainingduringthe summer and
arrive on campus for intense
practices prior to the season.
The 2010 schedule has yet to
be released, but the first meet
will he in early September,
perhaps the first Friday of the
month like in 2009.

BASEBALL
From Page 9
T.I. Blanton added a solo home
run in the fifth, increasing his
season total to a team-high 10.
Fifteen BG hitters saw at least
one official at-bat and spread
the remaining six hits around
throughout the lineup.
The Falcons scored all eight
of its runs in the second and
fifth innings. Spencer and Ion
Berti were both hit by pitches
to start of f the topof t he second
inning. Brandon McFarland
then singled to load the bases
for Andrew Kuns who reached
on an error, scoring one. Matt
Vannett then singled in two
runs and BG got one more run

on a wild pitch for its first four
runs of the game.
Blanton led off the fifth
inning with a solo home run.
and four more Falcons pieced
together hits in the inning.
Kuns picked up his final three
RBIs on the day with a bases
loaded double to left field. He
increased his season RBI total
to nine.
BG (19-18-1) has now surpassed the .500 mark on the
season and looks to increase
its nine-game winning streak
this weekend.
The Falcons will take today
off and welcome division foe
Miami on Friday for a threegame weekend set. The game
is slated to begin at 3 p.m. at
Steller Held.
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the game, believing a fourpoint lead was safe. There
was still plenty of time for
the Bulls to push the ball
up the floor, score, foul and
extend the game by putting
the Cavs at the line.
It didn't work out that way.
It could have.
lames has a flair for the
dramatic.
Whether accentuating a
dunk with a dance move or
overplaying a minor injury.
he's always putting on a show.
He is, after all, an entertainer.
"I do my job," he said when
asked about always drawing
the spotlight. "I show up to
work and.I try to do my job at
a high level individually and
be the leader I am on and off
court. As far as the dramatics,
I guess it comes with how I do
my job at a high level. Am 1
apologizing for that? No."

Management Inc.

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green , Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

Get rewarded and sell your books at rjbokfl ft

120 N. Prospect

J^Get 10% More

The Jungle
2bdrm - 650/ mo
3bdrm - 850/ mo
CLOSE to Campus and Downtown
Ask about discounts

When you convert your cash into a
BGSU Bookstore gift card

^$More Locations
Student Union Multi Purpose Room
April 28th-May 8th (times online)
Anderson/Bromfield Lobby, Harshman
Ashley/Batchelder Lobby, Kreischer
May 3rd-6th: i2-6pm • May 7th: i2-3pm

www.meccabg.com

G
et Reward
Earn 1 point for each buyback dollar

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

9Buyback Alert
Look up how much your book is worth in advance by visiting bookstore.bgsu.edu
then click textbooks, buyback
by our office &

i

pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2010-2011
• We have Efficiencies, I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 K. Wooster Street. Bowling Ifrcen, OH
1 tK .iii (I Across From Taco Bell,
RKNTAL OFFICE (4191 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
w»vt.johnnc» loverealcstate.com

bookstore.bgsu.edu
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AVAIL

GRCENBR1AR, INC.
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University of Wyoming ups
security efforts for Ayers event

Thursday. April 29.201011
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Judge rules school cannot deny radical from speaking due to vague threats
By Bob Horn

Downes ruled Tuesday that
the threats of violence the
university reported receivLARAMIE, Wyo. (AP) - ing were too vague to warSecurity was heightened rant denying Ayers' right to
Wednesday at the University speak on campus.
of Wyoming as the school
Students
planned
a
prepared for a speech from protest of Ayers' visit
William Ayers, the 1960s Wednesday, but the magniradical whose visit was tude of any demonstration
blocked hefore a federal wasn't certain.
judge ruled the university
Ayers co-founded the
must allow him to speak.
Weather Underground, an
University spokeswoman anti-war group from the
Jessica Lowell said Ayers' Vietnam Era that claimed
visit would be handled like to be responsible for a
other prominent visitors.
series of bombings, includ"It's the usual practice to ing nonfatal explosions
do a security sweep of the at the Pentagon and U.S.
facility and generally we ask Capitol. His past became
people not to bring large a political issue during
knapsacks or bags or purses," the 2008 presidential camshe said. "If they're going to paign because President
bring signs, we ask them to Barack Obama had served
be hand-held, so we don't with Ayers on the board
want anything on sticks or of a Chicago charity.
sharp metal objects."
Republican vice presidenAyers' visit provoked a tide tial candidate Sarah Palin
of angry reaction from some accused Obama of "palling
critics in the state, and the around with terrorists."
university cited safety conObama has condemned
cerns in refusing to rent out Ayers' radical activities, and
spacefortheevent.Ayersand there's no evidence they
a student sued the universi- were ever close friends or
ty for blocking his visit, and that Ayers advised Obama
U.S. District Judge William on policy.

Ayers is now a professor
in the University of IllinoisChicago College of Education.
He initially was invited
to the Wyoming campus
by the UW Social Justice
Research Center, but the
privately endowed organization canceled the invitation because of hundreds
of critical phone calls and
e-mails.
Student Meg Lanker then
invited Ayers to speak on
campus, but the university
refused to rent out space for
the event, citing safety concerns because of threats the
school received.
Lanker and Ayers sued the
university, saying it violated
theirconstitutional rightsto
free speech and assembly.
Other universities have
canceled Ayers speeches recently, including the
University of Nebraska and
Boston College. He's also
been confronted by protesters at other appearances.
But
Ayers
testified
Monday the Wyoming case
is the first time he has filed
a lawsuit against a college
for denying him the right
to speak.

The Associated Press
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Talk back to
Super Bowl XXXIV winners
Dance move
Super stars?
Singer Bnckell
Land of the Incas
Ingredient in some
glazed chicken wings
Bring in
Land a plane
Charlie of "Two and a Half Men"
Morales of "Jericho"
Classified letters
Ming things
Throat problem
Dashboard tuner
Hood's "piece"
Drum effect
That, in Toledo
1982 McCartney/Wonder hit
Carle lead-in
Sanctuary section
Elongated swimmer

Also try imr aulhenllv

Help Wanted

Classified Ads
419-372-6977

For Rent

Access 900+ job postings

Th* BG New* will noi knowinsty acctpl
.ulverti-rmcnH that discriminate, or
enrauragr discrimination agntnsi any individual or group on ihr b»Hl<» of race, wi,
color, erred, rdigloii. national origin, %4'iual
oriental ion, disability, status .is a veteran,
or on the basis of am other legally pro
tecied status.

"3-4 bdrm houses, next to campus
Multiple tenants over 3 allowed on
lease, new flooring, W/D. 300 block
of Merry / Reed. Must Go,
MAKE OFFER. 353-0325, 9-9pm
free internet, see CartyRentals com

on WorkNet
BGSU Career Center
hire.bgsu.edu
Manager of Apartments
Seeking resident manager, two year
committment, salary + free apt.
Send resume to:
12205 E Gyspy Lane Rd, 8G. OH

1 BR apt, 854 8th St, S400./mo. +
elec w/ $400 security dep. No pets.
Call 419-392-3354

City Events
Bird Show- Sunday, May 2nd,
10a-4p, Woodland Mall Expo Center,
1234N Main St, BG

Services Offered

The BG Youth Hockey Association is
looking tor energetic, committed
students who would like to volunteer
their time to coach kids in our
organization next year BGYHA will
pay for your coaching certification.
II interested, please contact
Ed Powers at:
eddiejoypowers®aoi,com

WANTED: KARAOKE SINGERS!
Must be able to have fun! Apply in
person every Thurs after power hour!
Campus Quarters Sports Bar

1 BR apts, ideal for grad students,
and 3BR apt, all avail, in May,
close to campus, call 419-352-5414.
12 month leases
415 E Court St - 2BR,1ba, S500/mo
525 Manville - 3BR, iba, $690/mo.
837 3rd St - 3BR. 2ba, $840'mo
847 2nd St - 3BR, 2ba, $900/mo
849 6th St - 3BR, 1ba, $630/mo
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

For Sale
1BR apt, near campus,
S475/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882.

HUGE COMMUNITY YARD SALE!
Help Wanted
BARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

Household items, clothes, toys,
treasures of all sorts!!
Varsity Square Apartments
1097 Varsity East, Bowling Green
419-353-7715

Babysitter needed FT for summer,
exp. w/ small children req. Call Beth
at 419-409-0567 for more info.
Employees needed to perform light
production work w/ flex hours Must
work at least 15 hrs per week, can
be FT. many BGSU students work
here, easy walk from campus! Pay is
&7.30/hr. Pick up an application at:
Advanced Specialty Products, Inc.
428 Clough St Bowling Green. OH

2 BR duplex, private parking S patio
836 Scott Hamilton Clean & quiet

For Rent

Avail. 5/1/10. $560/mo. * util.
Call 419-352-1104
2010-2011, 1 &2BR, MayorAug
1 & 2 BR avail now, short & long
term. For more info call 354-9740
or contact: ghoverson@woh.rr.com

1

• Variety of fruii nines.
vegetable spreads
and more!
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kSLADA BISTRO

^ European Dining Experience
/bit Europe without over having to leave Bowling
Green!
I82S. Main Street I Bowling Given. OH Phone:!*!!1) t"j i
www.nasladahistro.com

Shamrock Storage
Many sizes Near BGSU
ShamrockBG com 419-354-0070

3 BR townhouse. lease for 2010 s/y,
5th St. clean and well maintained
CalU 19-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

Clean & quiet 4BR house on
Wooster. $1000-$1200/mo + util
Avail May, call 419-352-1104.

3BR house. W/D. A/C.
avail 5/15/10. S750'mo + util.
Large 3BR apt. 1 bath, W/D,
avail 8/15. S750/mo incl utils.
1BR apt, furnished.
avail NOW, S350/mo * electric
1 rm studio apt, avail July.
S290/mo + electric.
2BR apt, avail 8/15. S500/mo ♦ utils
Call 419-601-3225 or 352-4773.

KICK GAS! FREE HEAT! 1 S 2 BR
S99 SD Special1 Great Location!
Pet Friendliest! 419-353-7715
www.varsitysquareapts com
Large 2BR turnished apt, 2 blocks
Irom campus A/C, laundry quiet,
clean, call 419-352-1104

We Deliver
Great
Dinners!

Look lor more listings on the
BG News website housing directory
www.bgviews.com
Nice 2BR house, near campus,
new inside, energy efficient
S750/mo Call 419-352-5882
NOW RENTING - SPRING & FALL.
CALL 419-352-3445, 9am-9pm
martenrenlals com

Call 419-353-5078

IIVYWOOU
APTS.

Units available
for Summer!

rlBdrmJStudlos n

Clean • Paved ■ Fenced-in
5x10 • 10x10 • 10x15

(behind SouthSId* Laundromat)

I

dill iihotil Renttil

S|MM icils & Reduced
Security Deposits ds
well as summer
K i,ill rentals.

VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

* Apartments Available *
* Minutes from BGSU *
* Pet friendly community *
* Gas included *
SPECIAL SPRING
RATES AVAILABLE!

NearBGSU pnv.iii'iiciiiiVsf'

jjjjfl

—Now Renting—
Apartments and Houses
Available May and August

Jfa Si?K lift Itdaql <&-

419-353-5800

www.bghighlandmgmt com

Call 419-353-0358

ASK ABOUT OUR
3-5 BEDROOM HOUSES
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ABOATE EFFICIENCY /10ERR00M

www meccabg.com
Mecca Management. Inc.

Call 419-354-6036, M-F. 9am -3pm

3BR. 2 bath - house, 51h St,
A/C. W/D hookup, avail May.
$775/mo, call 419-352-8872.

419.353

Sign for next year now and save
S420/mo for year lease. 709 Filth St
2BR. 2 baths, C/A, call Jack or Phil
for appt at 800-829-8638

Highland Management
Now leasing lor 2010-2011 s.y
1 & 2 bedroom apartments.

3BR, 2 balh - house, 5th St,
Avail Aug, S675/mo
Call 419-352-8872

ffterenfals.com

entrance, extra storage, !s
pets welcome, ^.o
short term leases avail
419 352 7691 • 1110=

Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

cormorant (luoin.

419-352-633S

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

"Home aw/ay from Home"
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION

44S E. WOOSTER • BOWUNt GREEN • OHIO • 43403

Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org

www.greenbriarrentals.com

480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

Hurry »"|

• SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
• EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES
(Full for May 1 and 2 BR only for August)

GREENBRIAR, INC. [4191352-0711

i

N M

BG Apts -818/822 2nd St.
2BR Apts Avail May or August
S490/S500 ♦ util. 12 mo lease
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

993 S. Main

534 S. College St. $725
532 Elm St. $850
1002 E. Wooster St. $1200

0 o

2BR. 1 bath apt. 8th St
washer/dryer,
call 419-352-8872

842 / 846 7th St. 3BR. 2 balh, new &
modern duplexes, close to campus

CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES

»

1

For Rent

2BR turn house, A/C. Jacuzzi,
newly remodeled inside & out!
Call 419-494-8208

HEINZ APARTMENTS

ANSWERS

For Rent

"2 bdrm apts, 300 block E Merry,
353-0325 9-9pm / apts, houses eft's,
free internet, see CartyRentals.com

COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS

46 Of the highest quality
48 Ring of color
49 Reason for
shaking hands?
50 Devereux's earldom
53 Prefix with content
56 1960s-'80s Fords
57 Continental money
59 Circus safety features
60 Go out
61 Gp. that kidnapped
Patty Hearst
63 Genetic initials

For Rent

3BR, 2 balh home, close to campus,
113 Ci 'ii St, avail May 14th

213 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AMTOWNHIISEI

Hurting the most
2009 film set in 2154
City known for its zoo
Bell-shaped lily
Nine Inch Nails
founder Trent
Punch cousin
Overlook
Father of Enos
Large ranch, say
More minuscule
Significant time
Litter yipper
They're rubbed in
Eskimo kissing
Lea lady
Slowly developed
Heartfelt
"Piece of cake!"
__-mo replay
It'll cure anything
Pentagon tenant,
briefly
"Would _?"
Secretary's slip
Tar Heel State
university
Comb-over target
Big-house link
Poisonous ornamental
Ottoman VIP
Soak

44 It became Ghana m 1957
47 American revolutionary
who recruited Lafayette
51 Conductor Prevm
52 Rice or Curry
54 War deity
55 Chicago Eight
defendant Bobby
58 Gold diggers?
60 "NFL Live" airer
62 One of two in a
Christmas song
64 Political group
65 Bond's first movie foe
66 Fax predecessor
67 Bad thing to take in Vegas?
68 This puzzle's theme
69 Ladies m Mex

CARRY OUT ONLY

2BR duplex. $590/mo,
includes utilities.
Call 419-352-5882

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

38
39
40
41
45

Exclusive
selection of
European
wine!

I Ui njn-uil (,.mil\.

• (ivrman Coffee
• Swiss Chocolates

Summer Only Rentals!'
300 block of Merry,
Call 419-353-0325, 9am-9pm.

Fall 2010 Housing

VSLADA BISTRO

brought to you by L *

*

• Three/Four bedroom
duplexes and houses

WWWBGVIEWS.COM
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USED
va

Go to amazon.com/buyback

Send us your used textbooks
at no cost to you

Millions of items to choose
from at amazon.com

Buyback titles are purchased by a third party merchant

GRADUATION FAREWELL
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A chance on the collegiate unknown proved invaluable

On Aug. 18, 2005, I arrived at the
University alone.
I knew I was in trouble from the
first day.
forget the fact I couldn't confidently
point out Bowling Green on a map,
had no experience in journalism and
knew no one in northwest Ohio.
After moving into 209 Harshman
Anderson on that humid day, 1 developed a rash in a "rather sensitive area."
I applied what I thought was the correct remedy: ley Hot.
The most horrific pain overtook me
three minutes later as 1 thought my

manhood was about to bum off.
Too embarrassed to step into the
showersonmyfloor.lrandawnWbostcr
Street in flip flops - while caressing
myself to alleviate excess movement
- in hopes of cooling off in my father's
hotel room at the Day's Inn.
The following days were just as miserable as that excruciating moment.
1 wanted to go home and be with my
lifelong friends and loving family.
I stayed strong and constantly
reminded myself why I decided to
enroll at the University.
People ask me why I selected Ohio to
enroll at the University 400 miles from
my home in Rochester, N.Y.
Pan of my reasoning to come here
had to do a low SAT score of 960.
Another reason pushing me to
the Midwest was that my mother,
father, uncles and cousin went to

Student finally connects with
others during last days

Of all the disconnects between me
and my generation, perhaps none is
more severe than musical taste. But
around the start of warm weather
this semester, 1 walked by a group
of students listening to music and
playing beer pong outside in the city.
1 was actually able to connect to the
song they were listening to. It finally
occurred to me that my generation
was latching onto something real.
Indeed, "The times, they are
a'changin."
It's amazing what goes on at 1 am.
on a Wednesday when the weather
improves. People shake off their seasonal affective disorder, and house
after house has young people outside
playing beer pong And believe it or
not, 1 find that inspiring.
Sure it's a distraction from such
things as homework and morning
classes. Sure, alcohol companies
are among the most detestable lot
of criminals, pushing a product
which depresses people, makes

them violent, destroys families and
causes disease.
But the people out drinking aren't
worried about any of those consequences. They've committed what, in
our generation, basically constitutes
an act of rebellion. They've decided
their numerous worries — Will I pass
this class? Will 1 make rent? Will I get
a job? — are no longer going to run
their lives.
Everybody seems to know the
ship is sinking. A perverse Orwellian
vision, in which the masses are kept
under control by division rather than
unity, has emerged. And through it all,
a fairly consistent mentality remains
amongst most of the people I carouse
with:" Let's talk about something other
than politics."
I used to think of my generation as
apathetic. 1 still think we've gotten a
lot of things wrong—our approach to
environmentalism has been to make
"green" a commodity and a naive
hope in some benevolent leader persists - but I no longer think of us as
"apathetic"
What we've actually done is arrived
SeeSCHHHHIN|Pa9el6

college in Ohio.
But my underlying rationale was
I wanted to prove to myself I could
begin a new journey by myself. I wanted to escape my comfort zone and
venture into unfamiliar territory.
One week into the school year, 1
met my first friends here: Tim Wong,
Brandon Niehaus, Todd Wamimont
and Dan Keethler.
After the first interaction of stealing
knives at led's, running past the railroad tracks as the crossing gates came
down and cursing one another out in
jest, college finally felt right to me.
And it has ever since.
The memories throughout the past
1,715 days would have not been possible without all the people who mean
so much to me.
Andrew Snowden taught me perseverance Three months passed before

I got my freshman roommate to come
out, have fun and share an illegal drink
with me. He's turned into an ambitious go-getter and someone I can
proudly call a best friend.
Theresa Williams taught me to not
fearmyseKAfterdMilgingallmysecrets
in a 15-page biography, she taught me
to always be proud of the person I am.
My favorite teacher also introduced me
to the beauty of feiry tales and the great
poet, Robinson Jeffers.
I'm going to miss |oe Edcns' insight
on campus government, Alaina
Buzas' back rubs and the conversations with Emilee Spencer or Ashleigh
Christensen about the annoying people working out at St Julian's Fitness.
These were just some of the people
who inspired me throughout college.
They also helped me truly understand who 1 am.

But I need to leave the University in
order to keep progressing in life.
Had I not left my comfort zone five
years ago, I wouldn't have all these
wonderful memories — including
streaking at last year's BG News party.
I m still childish in certain ways, but
the University gave me insight on how
to become a man.
Crystal Ellis, the University's first
African-American basketball player,
told me to soak every ounce of insight
gained here. It's advice 1 would give to
each student here.
When 1 walk across the stage in
my cap and gown (1 plan on wearing
nothing but my shoes), 111 be starting
a new journey,
I'll be forever grateful for the hundreds of people who helped me reach
this milestone.
Thank you.

Undergraduate tips: an outgoing senior's advice

College doesn't come with a how-to
manual.
But it should
Knowing graduation is a little more
than a week away definitely has a
sobering effect on a person.
On a day-to-day basis, my mood
shifts from excitement for new experiences to anger that I'm being forced
out of college life into the terrifying
unknown.
This is what 1 get for finishing my
bachelor's degree in four years.
And while my feelings about leaving
college continue to fluctuate somewhere between denial and acceptance, I've decided on a list of things
1 wish someone would've drilled into
my mind four years ago.
For those graduating, maybe you
can relate For those sticking around
another year or three, maybe you can
learn from my mistakes.
First and foremost, buying textbooks for classes is a waste of time,
energy and, most importandy,
money. My freshman and sophomore years I bought every textbook

on the reading list, sometimes even
the optional texts. Most sat unused or
unopened on shelves, and the ones I
did open were only used a handful of
rimes. Mind you, I am not a horrible
student, 1 just did all the work without the books.
I wish 1 would've discovered
OhioLINK sooner. I've taken advantage of borrowing all my textbooks
online from other state universities
the past two years, only buying ones
I wanted to keep (because book buyback is a nightmare).
I also wish I would've gotten
involved sooner. The "get involved"
campus mantra is not just for show;
students really do benefit from interaction. I joined The BG News staff
second semester during my freshman
year and only wish I would've wised
up to jumping on board a semester
sooner. I've met some great people
made some useful connections and
learned more about my desired career
field in journalism than I thought possible. The best learning really does
occur outside of the classroom.
I wish someone would've told me
getting involved docs more than build
up your resume — it also builds and
shapes you as a person.
Another well-kept secret is happy
hour at the Union pub. All drinks are
half off from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. Monday

through Friday. 1 wish someone would
have let this poor college student in
on the beverage discount about three
semesters ago when I first turned 21.
Most importantly, I wish someone
would've better convinced me these
four years were going to zoom by. 1
vividly remember an upperclassman
orientation leader trying to explain
this fact when I first arrived on campus, but I didn't listen. How can four
years, eight semesters and 122 class
credits fly by?
Now that I've come to the point
where graduation denial is no longer
socially acceptable, I wish to remember all my time here at the University
as something I can be proud of. M\
experiences have been nothing short
of amazing, and I'm so glad 1 eventually decided to come to the University
in April of my senior year of high
school.
It realty is one of the best decisions
I've ever made.
And though I understand no one
mold exists for how to play out a
four-year education at the University,
1 hope this list helps some students
sticking around.
Enjoy your time here before it'sgonc
and mUk every second of every interaction with every individual before
you're forced into a cap and gown.
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Senior perseveres through troubled
childhood, uses religion for inspiration
By Jess James
Reporter

In a Columbus community hospital, a woman in labor is
about to give birth as the local police await her delivery.
She is only allowed to see her newborn son for an
hour before she is escorted back to jail to continue her
sentencing.
Doctors give the child 24 hours to live because of respiratory problems and malnourishment.
Little did the baby know, he would be
thrust into a life of pain and poverty that
would be the driving force to receive his
college education and become the man
he is today.
Steven Shaw's life began in 1986 with
an incarcerated mother and an abandoned father.
Steve
Shaw was raised by his aunt and cous- Shaw
ins until his mother was released from jail Plans to
and could provide for her son.
attend
All throughout his life, his family memculinary
bers reminded Shaw of his mother's past
and how liis fate would be the same if he school after
graduation
made poor decisions.
"My mother would be ridiculed by my
aunts and they would constantly tell me I could never
amount to anything,'' Shaw said. "Hearing these tilings
made me turn something negative into something positive, and it truly was the driving force that got me where
1 am today."
Bad luck and misfortune followed Shaw and his
mother everywhere. He recalled being evicted from
their apartment eight times before coming home
from school and finding his belongings scattered
across the front lawn.
"I got off the bus and seen all of my clothes and toys
thrown everywhere," Shaw said. "I was confused and
hurt because I knew we were going to have to move
again. I was 13 with no friends, no place to live. 11 was just
'.Mih my mom and God."
Soon the family and Shaw's disabled aunt moved to a
hotel room where they were forced to eat fast food and
buy groceries they could store in their mini fridge. Their
clothes and belongings were held in storage until they
could come up with more money.
"My mom would work and I would have to stay with
my aunt to take care of her until she decided I couldnt
grow up in that unstable of an environment," Shaw said.
"I moved back in with another aunt for the summer and
got my first job at 14."
Though Shaw and his mom were separated, every
night before he went to bed he would think about her
and pray she was OK.
Shaw would send his mother Carrie money for gas and
sold his video game system to help pay bills.
Shaw graduated from high school in 2005 and was
accepted to the University later that tail.
He decided to major in history and get a job at
University Catering where he is still employed
SeeSHAW|JV6
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History professor, minister of 22 years uses family as inspiration as he finishes college career
By Becky Tener
Campus Editor

Seven years ago, history instructor Dwayne
Bvggs was going through a difficult time in
his life. The then youth pastor was jaded and
angry. He was looking for something more.
"I was pretty agitated with God, church and
life. I wasn't sure I wanted to live," he said.
Beggs had been in youth ministry for 22
years and had decided to change career paths,
wanting to become a history professor.
i had always been a history nut, and I
knew I wasn't going to be able to be a youth
pastor forever," he said. "But 1 still wanted
to work with young people. So I thought I'd
marry my passion for history and my passion
for helping young people."
A still-troubled Beggs started taking classes
at the University in 2003. His life made a rum
after taking a class with former history professor Gary Hess.

Dwayne
Beggs
Husband, father values
lessons learned from
University professors

"What kept me from doing something
awful to myself was I wanted to hear what he
had to say the next day," Beggs said. "Over the
years here, Hess would show me that I could
get my Ph.D. and teach."
. HesaidhistoryprofessorBdmundDanziger
also helped him to grow professionally and as
a father, a friend, a husband and a teacher.
Danziger said Beggs has brought a "what
can I give" attitude to the history department
and has devoted himself to his students, colleagues and family.
"One of the joys of teaching is to see growth
in your students... he has been a wonderful
student because he has grown, he's really

become a colleague and a friend," Danziger
said. "1 am a great admirer of his... he's passionate and knowledgeable about what he is
teaching and he cares about his students."
Beggs' wife Susan said when Beggs decided to make a career change and go back
to school, she supported his decision, even
though it was a drastic change.
"1 love my husband," she said. "He needed
to make a change to be happy, and I want
him to have that"
Susan said the change was difficult for not
just Beggs but for the whole family.
"It's been hard... if we would have known
going into it that we were going to have to
jump through so many hoops we might have
said, 'We'll do something else,'" she said. "But
I'm so proud of him, he's really worked so
hard to get here."
See BEGGS | Page 6

After 53 years, student will
finish college after
dropping out of high school
By Mile* Hayi
Reporter

Most people at Lovey LeaveU's age are retiring from work: however, the 70 year old is
completing a personal milestone.
Leavell is a nontraditional student at
Firdands who will be graduating next week.
She will earn a bachelor's
degree in liberal studies
with a concentration in
political science.
Leavell earned her
GeneralEducationDiploma
several years after dropping
out of high school in 1957. Lovey
She quit to get married.
Leavell
"I fell in love," Leavell Motivated
said, who is still married
to return to
today.
school after
In the 1970s, she
decided to re-enlist and a friend convinced her
take classes.
"I've always wanted to
go back to school," Leavell said. "I took
two courses at Firelands, but didn't do
very well."
Leavell grew up in Sandusky, Ohio. Before
returning to school, she was a realtor by
trade.
About five years ago, Leavell received a
call from a friend encouraging her to once
again go back to school.
S<.eLEAVW.L|P*jeB

Friends, roommates flock together throughout college years
By Anthony PhllUps
Reporter

Many college students' No. 1 priority is
to make the dean's list. Others will find
they prefer a social life and would gladly
sacrifice grades.
Yet Cristina Sanchez mastered both.
Not only has she been on the deans list six
times in eight semesters, but she's also worked
with Dance Marathon, been a Rho gamma
(a member of the Go Greek team taking girls
around during formal recruitment), President
(it the Alpha Phi Sorority, a campus tour guide
and most recently, Frieda Falcon.
Sanchez said her favorite part of being
Frieda was riding on a bright orange motorcycle before a 2009 Falcons football game.
" li is this bright orange chopper, and we
were right in front of the team so it was all eyes
on the mascot at the time. (The driverl would
rev the engine, the crowd would go crazy,"
Sanchez sakL "Nothing like that is ever going
to happen to me again in my whole life."
She kept her identify a secret until the
beheadings In March. She even kept her

(Trom left to right)
Cristina Sanchez,
Sarah Pankratz
Pankratz helped keep
Sanchez's macot secret

sisters in her sorority in the dark.
"Most of them did not even know who she
was," said senior, and Sanchez's roommate,
Sarah Pankratz.
Sanchez is happy she came to the
University because of the immense experiences she's made, but said her parents and
siblings were not always happy about her
going to college.
"It was a big stretch because my family thought I was wasting money and they
thought 1 was wasting time," Sanchez said.
Sanchez is the first person to finish college
and earn a degree in her family. She said her
brother and sisters went to community college near Lorain. Ohio, where she is from, but
they decided it was not for them.
SeeFRIEMDS|Page6
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Keeping busy makes senior proud of multiple accomplishments
By Angela Green
Reporter

During her time at the University, Alissa
Hellstrom rarely has free time to herself.
But that is how she wanted it.
I lellstrom is graduating with a business
major specializing in management information systems and a minor in dance.
"Entering college I had no idea what I
wanted to do," Hellstrom said. "Business is
a broad enough field I thought I could find
something to interest me."
She also got involved in several organizations on campus.
She is a member of the Students of
Information Systems Organization.
"It used to be an organization in the past
and it dropped off so we started it again last
semester," Hellstrom said.
It is an organization for business students.
Members brought in different speakers
throughout the semester.
She is also a member of the Mortar
Board, which is a national college senior
honor society.
Hellstrom is the president of the University

Dance Alliance. Members perform in shows
every semester and sponsor teachers to
come in and give workshops and classes for
the group.
Hellstrom has been dancing since she was
6 and can do several kinds of dance. Her
favorite kind is tap.
I ler favorite performance was last January
when she was one of multiple dancers to
make the cut for the University Performing
Dancers after auditioning three times.
"That performance, I debuted in the
company and I was really excited for that,"
she said.
Hellstrom hopes to continue dancing
after college.
SeeHEUSTROM|Page6

EcT-EliE
Senior "peaces out"to
Central America to volunteer

See STRANGE |Paoe 8

Determined senior travels thousands of
miles, several states to earn diploma

By Christine Talbert
Reporter

By Hannah Nusser
Reporter

Elizabeth Warther, 20, will complete a fouryear degree in three years next week.
Warther is on the fast-track of receiving
a diploma after completing her major in
environmental science with a specialization in restoration.
"1 took six advanced placement
amen classes
in high school, and then
took crazy amounts of
credit hours every semester here," Warther said.
"When 1 figured out it was
doable and the amount
of money I would save, 1
wanted to do it. That, and Elizabeth
I've always kind of been an yyarther
overachiever."
,Q
H
Warmer abided, before ^^
starting her freshman year
. .
at the University in the fall
°°
of 2007, that she would
graduate at the end of her junior year.
"It was a mostly monetary decision I
made before my freshman year looking at
how much debt I was going to be in at the
end of all this," she said. "In addition, I like a
challenge and trying to plan out a schedule
and keep it that far in advance is super fun
With the current scheduling system here."
WARTHER

.

Military man to follow father's footsteps after graduation
By Nicole Celebrezze
Reporter

By Nicole Celebreize
Reporter

Clare Strange will embark
on a life changing experience after graduating in
August.
Strange will join the
Peace Corps, but not
before she graduates later Clare
this summer.
Strange
Next month, Strange will Ready to
be traveling to Washington enlist as a
DC. for an internship
volunteer
she obtained through the
Washington Program. She in the
will return to graduate on Peace Corps
Aug. 7, then be deployed to
third-world countries for work in the Peace

Third-year student jumps
ahead of the "Pack"

Alissa
Hellstrom
Motivated dancer, honor
student balances multiple
activities in college

Hollowing in the footsteps of his father,
1 lust in Haynes will start the next step of his
Air Force career after graduating in May.
Having a father in the U.S. Air Force
meant traveling a lot during childhood,
Haynes said
Growing up Haynes lived in many different places such as Germany, Alaska and
Turkey. Haynes was always around the Air
Force type of lifestyle since he was a boy.
He wanted to follow his father's path while
receiving an education and experience the
college atmosphere.
"That is what led me here," Haynes said.
Before entering the Air Force, Haynes
said, it was vital he prepared himself
intellectually.
After applying to the Air Force ROTC
program, he was given a four-year scholarship pn niiling Haynes with a meal plan,
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Dustin
Haynes
University ROTC cadet
looking to fly high just
like father in Air Force

housing, $450 for books each semester and
a stipend each month.
Haynes said he could have attended the
Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs,
Cola, but he chose to come to the University
instead.
"I'm glad I was able to live the college
lifestyle," Haynes said
At first, Haynes wanted to be in the special forces, but he thought he was too small.
Haynes said that the next best thing would
be to fly them into combat.
"It is the most rewarding job. You can
actually rescue people," Haynes said.
SeeHAYHES|P«oe6

As a University student, Steve Coco moved
across the country and back for more than
a decade.
Today, Coco commutes to campus from
Columbus with the finish line in sight.
Coco, a 28-year-old territory account
manager for MarketSource, started as a telecommunications major at the University
in 1999. After moving to California for an
internship, he said he didn't want to move
back to Ohio, so he began building a career
on the West coast.

Steve
Coco
Wanted
to get the
degree to
get an edge

See COCO | Page 8

BGSU football player accelerates
through competition to complete degree
By

Schneider
Reporter

ROM

From an unconventional childhood to a full academic
scholarship for football, 22-year-old Carlos Tipton could
not be more proud to be one of the first in his family to
graduate college.
"I was raised by my grandparents in Cincinnati, Ohio
My mother moved away from Cincinnati when
ten I was in
tn the
second grade, "Tipton said. "I lived with my
grandparents, three cousins, aunt, uncle,
and for a while, my dad."
I le said he had to live with his grandparents and other family members in a different area in Cincinnati because the area
where his mother lived was very bad.
"V\fe lived in project housing with gov- Carlos
ernment assistance," he said.
Tipton
After witnessing his cousin enroll into Defensive
college only to see him drop out after his
end gained
freshman year, Tipton said he realized how
easy it is to fail. He learned from that expe- helped as a
rience and wanted to make sure the same child from his
aunt
wouldn't happen to him.
"Growing up, 1 always looked at things a
little bit different than my cousins did because I was able tt.
learn from the mistakes they made," he said "I didn't wan)
to be the one to see |my grandparentsl struggle or hurt"
Tipton, a defensive end for the Falcons, said he always
wanted to be the one to do the right thing.
"lust seeing how easy it is to fall off, that kind of had me
prepared when I got |to the University] my freshman year."
Tipton said his main support comes from his aunt. Carol
Davis, whom he considers a second mother.
"She took care of us," he said. "Growing up, she hard!)
ever missed any of my sports games and that really meant a

I

See TIPTON I r
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WARTHER
From Page 5
Warthcr's campus involvement
Includes working as a H( SeX ixvr facilitator and going backpacking with llic
University's ()uulix)r lYogram over
spring bleak this year.
After graduation, she is planning on
attending graduate school at North
Carolina Slate University and beckoninga member of ihcWOIfpack SIK'
will Stud) natural resources while s|H'
i i.ili/ing in restoration.
II I don't get in to the university,
I'm going to apply again next year and
get my North Carolina Environmental
Educator Certification in the meantime.' she said. "I'm moving to North

TIPTON
From Page 5
lot to me."

Davis said she couldn't be prouder
of Upton because he is still the sweet
boy she knew growing up,
"He was just a really great kid,"
Davis said.
After realizing his goal of wanting
to attend college, Tipton received a
full academic scholarship to the
University to play football, which he
did all four years.
Now about to graduate, I i pi on said
he feels his experience has been bittersweet.
"I'm really proud of myself for the
accomplishment, for the simple fact
that I really only had one oilier person in my family that graduated from
college," he said. "I didn't really have
anybody to follow behind, so I've kind
of made my own fbotttaps, instead of
following behind somebody |else's|."
Knowing that his family is just as
proud and his younger cousins look
tip to him are what keep him going,
he said
"My young cousins see me and it

SHAW
From Page 4

His high school friend and fellow
University senior Jason Velez said
Shaw's story can inspire others to
achieve,
"Through everything that has
happened in his [Shaw'sl life, it has
helped him become the man he is

GRADUATION FAREWELL
Carolina to get married to my fiance,
who is a lieutenant in the army, in luly,
which is why I'll be waiting on that
specific graduate program."
Warther said she'll miss the staff
and students the most in the environmental programs because she has
changed so much as an individual.
"I know how much of a different
person I am today versus when I
walked on this campus three years
ago," she said. "It's never really been
one person saying one thing — just
a combination of everyone being so
passionate. Not to be cliche, but it
has really shaped what I want to do
with my life, and my strong conviction that if you see a problem with
something you need to be the one
to try and fix it."

inspires them to do better in school,"
'lipton said. "'ITtat's one of the main
reasons I'm very happy to be graduating, because it allows my younger
siblings and friends to know that anything is possible."
As for the future, Tipton said he will
be spending the summer in Madison,
Ohio at an internship with Ignition
Athletic Performance Group. Tipton
will then attend graduate school at
California University in Pennsylvania
for a career in sports management.
Davis said she could not be any
happier that Tipton will graduate.
Davis said she hopes lipton will
continue his education as high as he
aui go and be as successful as he
can be.
"Ilustl keep your head on straight
and never forget where you came
from," she said.
lipton will encounter new journeys, but he will always be reminded of his support system no maner
where he goes.
"I think my family is very proud
of me," Tipton said. "Ihat's one of
the main things that keeps me going
because I know how proud my family
is of me."

today," Velez said. "He's independent, strong, and has a great sense
of pride about who he is and he
never forgets it. No maUer what
happens or how bad things get you
just have to pull yourself up and
turn to your friends and family for
a support."
After graduation, Shaw plans
on attending culinary school in
rt'iinsylvania and becoming a chef.

FRIENDS

HAYNES

From Page 4

From Page 5

In her senior year, Sanchez said her
parents have come around and now
fully support what she has done.
And Sanchez has done a lot.
Pankralz said she helped with
Sanchez* elaborate lies to fool her
sorority sisters.
They would come in asking where
she was and I had to say, she is at WalMart for an interview," Pankralz said.
Sanchez said she is not ready to
leave all of the friends she has made,
but she said she may even come hack
to work at a college in their marketing

Since coming to the University,
Haynes has dedicated time to die Air
I on e lit >IC program. I lis sophomore
yew he attended Air I brcc ROIX'. field
training, which determined if he
could lead people under pressure.
Completing field training proved thai
he could.
On May 7, Haynes will swear an
oath lo uphold the United Slates
Constitution and become an officer.
In August Haynes will go to
Maxwell, Ala., while he completes
Ihe Air and Space Basic Course until
October 2011. He will have a fourmonth gap before he enters Initial

department
Senior Sarah Pankralz is Cristina
Sanchez's roommate, but even
roommates can have different college experiences.
Pankralz and Sanchez met when
they were in high school. Sanchez
said they both live in controlled
chaos, iheir rooms are messy and
their lives are busy.
Pankratz was not Frieda Falcon,
but she works with the intramurals
on campus.
"A lot of people do not know about
it, but it is one of die best places to
work on campus. You get to set up
the fields and watch people play,"
Pankratz said. "Then I worked down
on the farm."
Pankratz works at Bob Evans near
I -75 after transferring from the one in
II ii.tin. Ohio. Pankratz said she will
also miss that.
Pankralz, unlike Sanchez, changed
her major io sports management and
took summer classes to catch up.
"I am ready to be done with classes, but 1 am not ready to be done with
college," Pankratz said.
Pankratz said she will miss a
lot, including the everyday life in
Alpha Phi.
"The last four years you grow so
accustomed to certain things that
you do, it becomes almost a routine,"
Pankratz said. "Okay so we are going
to go to the house, or we are going
to go to Dairy Queen or something
like that and then all hang out and
watch TV"
Pankratz said she is picky when it
comes to roommates, but she lias an
internship in Adrian, Mich., and she
will be living with no one. Pankratz
said she is going to miss living with
her best friend.
Sanchez said the good thing is the
two will always be a phone call away.

BEGGS
Fr,

Susan said her 24-year husband
has a passion for people.
And that compassion for others carries throughout his life including being
a good dad for his children, Brent and
Brigitte, to reaching out to people in
need—like Beggs' friend Craig who he
met while working in Rndlay.
A man Beggs described as having
a "rough life," without proper education and a hard family situation,
Beggs helped him get on his feet

HELLSTROM
From Page 5
"I might gel involved in studios and
teach or take classes at a local university," she said.
She used her business major
and dance minor to keep variety
in her life.
"They don'l go together but they're
my two big interests," she said. "1 got
lo use my intellectual knowledge for
business and my artsy, creative side
through dance."
Hellstromisalsothefoundingmcmber, chair and treasurer of ihe United
Methodist Student Organization on
campus.
UMSO, which is based at the
University, has about 30 members.
Members spend alternating IUesdays
either holding a meeting or a social
event.
"Wfe've been able to see our goals
and dreams come true" Hellstrom
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Flight Screening in Pueblo, Cola IFS
is a four-week program where 1 laynes
will lie in class 12 hours a day.
"It weeds people out because il will
show who can and cannot be a pilot,''
Haynes said.
After the four weeks, Haynes will
have a two-week break before he
enters undergraduate pilot training
for a year. A pilot slot in the Air Force
requires a 10-year commitment but
I leynes said he plans on making the
Air lone his career.
I laynes is getting married on May
14 to Amanda DeHart an an major at
the University. In August they will lie
going lo Alabama wiiere Haynes will
start training.
"I've reached all Ihe goals diat 1 set
in high school." I laynes said.

by finding him a place lo live, and
through the help of others, getting an
education.
"Craig is a great guy," he said.
"He became my teaching assistant
of sorts ... a companion that realty
helped me out."
The 47-year-old received his Ph.D.
and will be walking in August "My
goal and mission |is| not only to
teach the material but to have an
open door," he said. "If a kid fails an
exam... I pull them in |my office! and
say 'do it again.' I don'l see myself
succeeding if I fail students, I see
myself failing."

said. "When we first started out we
wanted to go on a fall retreat and
we just did thai dlis past fall. We got
enough funding and people and il
was an awesome experience."
Hellstrom thinks having faithbased organizations on a campus is
important.
"It's important just to give students
an outlet and connect witii God, but
on a campus level," she said.
Hellstrom also held two jobs during
her college career.
She worked as event staff for the
University's Athletic Department during basketball, football and hockey
games and was also a receptionist at
the Math and Stats Tutoring Center.
Hellstrom said she has really
enjoyed being at the University. She
will be working as an fr systems integrator at the Marathon Oil Company
in Findlay.
But most of all, it will be the relationships formed here that Hellstrom
will miss.

GRADUATION FAREWELL
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■■■ Pre-order Online
April 12th-26th
Choose from over 70 items
Shop.Dineoncampus.com/bgsu
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Truckload Sale
Outtakes @ Commons

©ujU

Starts April 30th 11am-9pm
Select products available
Sale runs daily while supplies last

Know someone special who is graduating?
Visit Outtakes at Commons and purchase
any of our meal plan friendly options:
- Flower Bouquets - Choose from half or full bouquets.
- Balloons - Choose from latex or mylar balloons.
- Congratulations Cards - New pop up cards.
- Cookie Cake - You can even personalize it!
- Gourmet Chocolates
-And More!
on llso shop for these items on our
ShopOnCampus.com/bgsu websitt or call
us ic 419-472-8073 Silos ends while supplies Lists'
TOU
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Cupcakes get 'juiced' up for graduation celebrations
TAYLOR RICHTER

Imagine you're walking across the
graduation stage aboul to shake hands
with Mr./Mrs. Important University
(Ittk'ial. You're smiling tor the flashing
cameras, tracking your footsteps like
you're The (inml -while praying you
won't ilip

Mom and Dad haven't been this
ached since you moved out of their
house. Your friends are loving the
excuse to do'the celebratory' IcBomb
tames shots.
Soak it in. son. This is a big day.
Hut amidst the face-crushing grin
ning and the obligatory thank you

LEAVELL
From Page 4

My first semester back I got on the
dean's list," I.eavell said.
I e.u ell was an active student, participating in student government at
I Irdands as a student representative
for faculty senate.
I eavell was also the co-chair of the
first book club at lirelands.
LeaveU was recently inducted into
the (Imicron Delta Kappa leadership
honor society. She also received the
links to Progress' award at lirelands.
But LeaveU said she credits her success to her classmate.
My friend lacob Smith had quite
an influence on me. We had the same

coco
From Page 5

I le was transferred back to Ohio
in 2(XX> where he now resides in
Columbus. C/x~o said although he has
a steady career, obtaining his degree
was still important because he'd completed more than 100 credit hours,
and it would help him earn promodons to further his career.
"I [wanted to getl die degree ...
to give me future opportunities,"
Coco said. "I wanted that edge - that
advantage."

note writing, reality is slowly creeping
into the back of your mind, lobs, taxes
and — shudder — insurance costs are
waiting for you shortly.
Suddenly the disappointment hits
you. just like when you opened that
folder they gave you at graduation
and inside was a letter instead of your
diploma.
You arc no longer a kid. Sigh.
Thankfully, no matter where you go,
when food is involved you can take
one giant leap backwards into the bliss
that is childhood.
Peanut butter and jelly cut into triangles, ice cream sundaes with KM)
many toppings and chocolate milk
with a yummy chocolate film on the
bottom of the cup never age.
The real goal as we travel from collegiate womb to the big kid world is
to find the balance lx.tuu.ii growing

2
1
3
2
1

HOSTtSSBlOG

H

up and staying young TTiis margarita cupcake recipe is the best of both
worlds. It's saucy enough to make you
feel old, but you still gel to lick the
frosting off of your fingers.

Ingredients:
Cupcakes:
■ 1 box of white cake mix
■ 8 ounces margarita mix (liquid)

classes together... he took me under
his wing." she said.
Smith, who will also graduate in
May. said he met U'avell at lirelands
when die two had an Bngttsn and
Ohio history class together.
Smith said LeaveU had an impact
on his education,
Tjivey hel|X'd me out tremendously," Si mi 11 said. "She allowed me to see
things because of her experience that
1 might not have picked up on."
The two spent time outside of
the classroom, working on multiple
political campaigns.
"Lovey was in her 60s when she
started school and that's why I have a
tremendous respect for her, she could
have done anything," Smith said.
Smith helped teach LeaveU how-

to use technology she wasn't familiar with. "|Classes| expected her to
give a PowerPoint presentation,"
Smith said.
Smidi encouraged LeaveU, helping
her learn and understand technology
used in college today.
Outside of school and course work.
LeaveU and Smith are active members
on the lames McBride Arboretum
Board.
After graduating, LeaveU will pursue a master's degree.
"If I had it to do all over again, I
certainly would, it's very worth it."
11',iveil said.
LeaveU said this is a great moment.
"1 can't tell you how proud I'm to be
graduating at this age. I feel this |is|
where I am supposed to be."

Coco usually works from home.
I lis Hexible lifestyle is an ideal situation for finishing his degree at the
University instead of transferring
to Ohio State University and losing
important credits.
After taking online courses on
and off during the past few semesters, Coco continued to work on his
degree from home. This semester
he decided to make the drive from
Columbus because a full schedule
of web-based courses was too time
consuming he said.
This semester Coco is taking classes
onTuesday.Wednesday.andThursday,

as well as web-based courses throughout die week.
Tie said he's usually able to make
the trip to his on-campus classes, but sometimes runs into work
schedule conflicts, resulting in
attendance issues.
"Basically I'D drive up on Tuesday
and then drive home late on Thursday,
but sometimes I've had other stuff
going on," he said.
Both working and going to school
fuU-time can be frustrating he said,
when professors arc sometimes not
understanding toward his long-distance commute and work schedule.

ounces tequila
ounce Grand Marnier
egg whiles
tablespoonfuls of vegetable oil
tablespoon of grated lime zest

Lime Buttercream Icing:
■ 8 tablespoonfuls of butler, softened
■ 8 tablespoonfuls of cream cheese,
softened
■ 2 tablespoonfuls of lime |uice (about
two fresh limes)
■ 1 tablespoon margarita mix
■ 1 teaspoon lime zest
■ 5 cups powdered (confectioners)
sugar
■ cane sugar & fresh limes (for garnish)

DIRECTIONS
Start by combining margarita mix,
tequila, and Grand Marnier in a small

STRANGE

bowl. In a larger bowl, you II need to mi<
the cake mix, egg whites, lime zest, vegetable oil. and margarita mixture.
Once smooth, put the batter into prepared muffin pans. You should bake the
cake at the temperature recommended
by the cake mix box. The cake is done
when a toothpick inserted into the center of a cupcake comes out clean.
While that is baking, you can start on
the frosting. In another large bowl, com
bine butter, cream cheese, lime juice,
margarita mix and lime zest.
Beat until the mixture is light and fluffy
Add powdered sugar, one cup at
a time, and continue beating until
smooth. To thicken up the frosting, add
more powdered sugar, a couple tablespoons at a time.
Spread icing generously on each cooled
cupcake. If you sprinkle cane sugar
around the edges of the cupcake, you
can get a "salt rimmed" look.
Recipe from. h!lpy/ww.hostessb*og.com/2009/OS'
margarrta-cupcakes-lime-lrosting/

Corps one week later.
Entering the Peace Cops has been
a goal for Strange since she was in
high school. After her sister was in the
Peace Corps, Strange was and still is
eager to learn morc.
Strange had an eye-opening experience on the Peace Corps after hearing
her sister tell her stories when she was
involved. Strange's sister encouraged
her to join.
"I will have two weeks to pack
for the next two years of my life,"
Strange said.
Strange appUed last September and
it has been a long process for her. She
said patience is important.
"It's a long process, put they want to
make sure their volunteers are healthy
and determined," Strange said.
Strange will be traveling to Central
or South America, but is still waiting
to have her destination and assign-

ment confirmed. She said it's going
to be an adjustment to live in a different environment, but knows she
will have a great experience to help
people in need.
"I am ready for a lot of unexpected
things to happen," Strange said.
Although she doesn't know when*
she will be. Strange said she would
be happy going any place where she
is needed.
Strange requested to be placed in
an area that is not in the city and prefers not to be around Americans in
order to fully benefit from her experiences while being in the Iteace Corps.
"It wUl help me to grow professionally, especially with social work."
Strange said.
Strange has been offering help to
many people throughout her college
career. She is a victims' advocate at
Behavior Connection and is a volunteer for domestic violence victims
at the municipal court. In Toledo,
Strange fonned her own mentor
group for girLs in junior high school.

Academic adviser Lee Ann
Koenigbauer said she's always willing
to accommodate nontraditional students like Coca
"He's a great student and it's hard
when someone so determined is up
against a wall like that, but he's just
kind of persevered through and ...
it's tough," Koenigbauer said. "The

population of nontraditional learners
is really growing and more and more
BG is trying to reach out and be coopetative with it"
Spreading 18 credit hours over
both summer sessions and a summer workshop Coco said he hopes
to finally graduate in August with a
bachelors of arts and liberal studies.

From Page 5
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CONGRATULATIONS

2010
Lauren A. Adams

James Baker

Kate Bishop

Major: AMPD I Risingsun. OH

Major: Engineering Tech I Rossford, OH

Major: Accounting 1 Monroeville, OH

James,

Kate,

We are so proud

From your first day

of you!You have

of preschool you've

achieved your goal,

continually amazed

now you can go

us with your

tom^W

out and change the

accomplishments. We

Dear Lauren,

world!

are so proud of you!

Congratulations! We are so proud of you.

Love,

Love,

Mom and Dad

Mom and Dad

Good luck to you in the next chapter of
your life!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Ashley Brugnone

Sherri Buford

David Carlson

Major: Journalism 1 Oak Harbor, OH

Major: Education 1 Cleveland, OH

major: Dioiogy i warren, mi

Sherri,
You've always been

May your path lead

our shining star!

to great adventures

Congratulations,

and always lead you

graduate! We are so

home at the end of

proud of you and your

your journey.

accomplishments!

Love,

^^

[

David,
Congratulations We

1 ■ 'SI arevery proudofall
BF^
"S^^B your achievements.
^¥ ^1 May your successes
■ 1 V'
^H continue you as enter
^^^^
^^| grad school!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Tony,
Amanda, & Ryan

^^^^^^^^^^^

Mom and Dad

*

^^MHCw^^ ^^H Mom and Dad
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CONGRATULATIONS
Lin Chafetz

Christina Cary
Major: Integrated Math AYA I Solon, OH

Amanda Christine Caron
Major: Geography I Genoa, OH

Major: International Photojournalism I New York, NV

Lin,

Your college education
will be a source of pride

Christina,

Dance as if no one

for the rest of your

You are our sunshine.

were watching, Sing

life. We are proud of

We are so proud of you.

as if no one were

you. Congratulations

Keep continuing with

listening, Live every

on this wonderful

yourawesomeness.

day as if it was your

achievement!

last!

Love,

Love,

Mom and Dad

Love,
Mom

Mom and Dad

Danielle Lynnette Cooper

Amanda C. Clark

Adam Del ong

Major: Applied Health Science 1 Canton, OH

Major: Psychology 1 Toledo, OH

Dearest Danielle,
Amanda,
There's no "clowning"
around. You did it!
Time to get off the
payroll. We are so
proud of you!

riSr^* ' ■ *■

ra^rHraHfc

Congratulations! To
God be the glory, great
things He has done!
Trust in Him always,
ok. We love you!

Adam,

S

T^

We are so proud of all
your hard work!

r^^

Love,
Dad, Mom and Siblings

Love,
Mom, Dad and Philip

Lindsey Brooke Donelson
Major: Education I Gahanna, OH

Bryan Eichorst
Major: Construction Management I Peotone, IL

Lindsey,

Bryan,

You have achieved so

Congratulations! We

much since that first

are proud of you and

day of kindergarten!

excited to see you

We can't wait to see all

graduate wearing

that the future holds

your hard hat! BG

for you.

was for U!!

Love,

Love,

Mom, Dad, Ashley and

Dad, Mom and Katie

Chelsea

Love,
Mom, Dad and
brothers

B'Nai L. Ferguson
Major-Journalism I Cincinnati, OH

GRADUATION FAREWELL
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Brittany Elizabeth Fiffick
Major: Politcal Science & Spanish I Hincfcley, OH

Ayesha Nicole Green
Major: Human Development Family Studies 1 Dayton. OH

KJ|

Brittany,

abroad, ABC News
broadcast to
graduation and The
Tribe - you are our
shining star!

1

your

From the PLA
program, Spain study

^^HHP^K

Kathy Suzanne Hoover
Major: Education 1 Tiffin, OH

^

i
\
We are so proud of you and your accomplishments.
May your life continue to be filled with blessings!

A

Shalonna Margaret Jackson
Major: Social Work 1 Elyria, OH

Kathy,

Love,
Dad and Janet

Brittaney Nakole Johnson
Major: Developmental Disabilities I Orion, Ml

Shalonna,
Congratulations!

We have seen the

Always follow your

changes in the last four

dreams. Only you

years and we could not

can make them come

be more proud of your

true. We're so proud

accomplishments!

1

fl

r*f

-J

tok^AB^A

Lori Ann Heckathorn
Major: Apparel Merchandising and Product Development I Cranberry Township, PA

fV'^.^

Mom and Dad

■<\

SQ

storms,you made
l^^^F^n~ . '" f
it! We are very
^^
t *"
proud of you, and
H
A
love you so much!
gt .
Conqr>itul.)tlons Baby
^L>
Girl!
^^»

Love,

1

Thursday. April 29.201011

of you.

I knew you could do it. The world is your

Love,

Love,

oyster, enjoy. We love you, God bless.

Mom and Dad

Mom & Dad

XO-XO
Everyone

Adrienne Jones

Mitchell C. Joseph

Daniel J.KIohn

Major: Accounting j Swanton, OH

Major: College Student Personnel I Chillicothe, OH

Major: Music Education I Sandusky, OH

Dear Baby Girl,

Congratulations on all

Adrienne - We are

Mitch,

you have accomplished!

so incredibly proud

Congratulations!

Good luck as you begin

We Love You,

your teaching career.

Mom, DadandCarly

We are so proud of you!

of you. You are a
beautiful person,
inside and out.
Love,
Mom & Papa

Love,
Dad and Mom
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CONGRATULATIONS
Julia E. Langman

Catherine Lewis

Kevin Eric Lieber

Major: English/Spanish I Canton, OH

Major: Event Planning 1 Marquette, Ml

Major: Accounting 1 Norwalk, OH

Kevin,
Congratulations with
all that you have
accomplished. You
have a great future
ahead. We are very
proud of you!

Catherine,
Congratulations! We are
so proud of you and
what you have
accomplished.

Julia,

Love,
Mom and Dad

Work like you don't need the money, love like
you've never been hurt & dance like nobody's
watching! We're so proud of you!

Love,
Mom and Dad

•

Love,
Mom and Dad
Kevin Michael Lovell

Jaclyn M. Lupica

Shari Marie Luther

Major: Marketing 1 Olrmted Falls, OH

Major. Interior Design 1 Mentor, OH

Major: Finance & Accounting 1 Colgate, Wl

I
Congrats Kev!
We're all so very
proud of you
and your many
achievements!

A
4fl^ft
v *» '""fl
U/m ^. M%j-,
1 ^^^^^^^^^Bk^tki

Love,
Mom, Gary and
all your family

^k
*
£
B,._

/tk
/ M
\\ U

|niuKJ|

Shari,
Jackie,
From the first day
of school to the
last, you've made us
proud! Never stop
dreaming.

^Hft ' f^m

BE'"

i

1

i
.

4

H

\t
\M

CTSWVI

Love,
Mom and Dad

»•
*#

j*V

'

Congratulations
on everything you
achieved these past
four years, both in
school and volleyball.
We are so proud of
you!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Hfe^ftL_-^ 1
,;

■ '•SS*
*"
iv7

sk
m
^

9

)
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Spencer David McGuire

Katrina Beatrice Milnes

Jonathan Stephen Moczadlo

Major Interpersonal Communication I Dayton, OH

Major: Dance* Theater 1 Bridgeport, WV

Major International Studies and Spanish Minor: Chinese Studies I Wadsworth, OH

^m^^m
Katrina,
Congratulations!

The measure of a
man is not the road
he travels but the
choices he makes.
Love,
Mommy

Congratulations!
You have been God's
beautiful blessing in
our lives. May all your
dreams continue to
come true...
Love & Pride,
Momma & Dad

•V'"
t

A

Jonathan,
Your perseverance andaccomplishments
will take you far in life! We're so proud of
you. Congratulations!
Love,
Mom, Sarah and Family
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Sara E. Newell

Chris Arthur Nguyen

Carlos Alva Northern

Major: Public Relations 1 Dexter. Ml

Major: Finance 1 Brecksville, OH

Major: Higher Education College Student Personal 1 Detroit, Ml

Pr

^

MM

m

Sara,
You have always
filled our lives with
joy & wonderment!
Congratulations
on your newest
accomplishment!

Carlos,

*

m W
n W
M ^

SB

BSX'i-d:,

^^^^r

z

Much love,
Mommie & Daddy

1t

>^f

w

^a

• *

■

4

We're so proud of
you, son.

^%

-^

»>

Lindsey Marie Osselborn

Matthew Perry

Major: Apparel Merchandising Minor: Marketing 1 Hillard, OH

Major: Supply Chain Management 1 Copley, OH

Lindsey Marie,
Congratulations!
You made it! We
are so proud of you
and what you have
accomplished. May
all your dreams
come true!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Ryan and Emily

There is no one more
deserving of this
than you. May God
continue to bless you.
You worked very hard.
Congrats.

Congratulations on
finishing the first
step toward a bright
future.

^C^J

Love,
Your Family

Stacey Rose
Major: College Student Personnel I Ventnor, NJ

Congratulations
Matthew! We are
proud of all your
achievments!

Stacey,
Congratulations!
Greatjob! lam very
very proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad and Leon

Love,
Mom

•

Colin Rossi

r
Rachael Sample

Joshua Miles Schmidt

Major: Communications 1 Toledo, OH

Major: Creative Writing 1 Canton, Ml

Major: Psychology/Sociology 1 Chester, NJ

Rachael (Reise),

^^^B if?-

<^H

Colin, Congratulations!! You did it!
We are so very proud of you and your
accomplishments.
Love,
Your Parents and Grand Parents

We are so proud of
you, congratulations!
The journey becomes
the destination.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Andy and
Princess.

Joshua,
Congratulations! Can't
wait to see you graduate!
Greatjob! We are very
proud of you.
Love,
Mom and Dad

■
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CONGRATULATIONS
Kimberly Shook

Michael G.Taras

Katherine Diane Thomas

Major: Visual Communication Technology 1 Butler, OH

Major: Musk Education 1 Parma, OH

Major: Education 1 Westerville, OH

Kim,

r ^■■a^Mj

Congratulations!
We are so proud of
you!
" Love,
Mom, Dad and
Steph

£

\V

■

P

m '^

Samantha Elizabeth Tuft

Mike,
Take what you've

1

Katie,

learned and share

Congratulations!

it with others. You

Here's to many

have so much to give

happy, rewarding

and we're so proud

years as a teacher. I'm

of you!

so proud of you and
love you a bushel and

Love,

a peck...

Mom and Dad

Mom

Lisa Marie Walsh

Ashley Rae Urban

Major: Politcal Science 1 Dayton, OH

Major: Psychology 1 Willowick. OH

Sam,

We are so proud of the

Congratulations! We

We are very proud
of you and all your
accomplishments. We
love and wish you the
best!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Brian and
m

Lisa,

Ashley Rae,

Congratulations!

girls

m

beautiful, intelligent,

are very proud of you
and know you will
succeed in whatever

Kt. i * " i J

you do!

W

Love,

JL

independent woman
you've become. Great
adventures and con-

^-*N.

tinued success awaits!
Love,

Dad, Mom, Sara,
Nicole and Kelly

Mom, Dad, Megan and

Go Cubs!

Tessa

|

Matthew E. Wielinski

Kristin Marie Wilkinson

Lashawnd P. Williams

Major: EMBA 1 Waterville. OH

Major: International Studies 1 Avon Lake, OH

Major: Masters in College Student Affairs | Indiana

Congratulations to
you Lashawnd! We
thank God for your
persistance and
endurance!

Matt,
lam so proud of what
you have achieved.

Kristin,

♦

Congratulations!
We're so happy for

* You're the best!

you and wish you
Love,

»

Mom

the best for the
future.

•

Love,

*w

Love you,
Family

L

'

Mom and Dad

A
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Amber Wistinghausen

Megan Woltmann

Jack Charles Yost II

Major: Dietetics I Monlpelier, OH

Major: Education 1 Malinta, OH

Major: Sports Management 1 Carol Stream, IL

Amber Jane,

Megan,

Congratulations!
You've worked hard
for this honor. We're
proud of you, so
charge into the world!

Congratulations!
We are so proud of
you! Much success in
shaping the minds of
the future.

Love,
Mom, Dad and
all of us

i^t^^^l

You're special in
a million ways
words can't express.
Congratulations! We
are proud of what
you have achieved.
We love you.

Love you,
Mom & Dad

Love,
Mom

1

1

CONGRATULATIONS!

2010
BEST WISHES
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CONGRATULATIONS
Prominent alumni
provide framework
• for excellence
By Becky Twwr
Campus Editor

The 2010 graduates will not only
celebrate their personal graduation
this year but also the past 100 years
of students who contributed to the
University.
Larry Weiss, the Centennial
Celebration co-chair, said he thinks
students forget the University is
celebrating "accomplishments still
to come."
This is not just Bowling Green
State University today — It's 100
years in the making." he said. "Your
four years here, and your success
after graduation, is part of our
next 100 years."
Weiss said he hopes students will

THESE ARE 100 OF THE
UNIVERSITY'S MOST
PROMINENT ALUMNI:
■
■
■
■

P

1910s: Helen (Cram) Henderson
1920s: Franklin (Gus) Skibbie
1930s: Doyt Perry
1940s: Ashel Bryan, Carroll Cheek,
Frank Dick, William Primrose Jr.. Eva
Marie Saint, Otto Schceppier
■ 1950s: David Anderson, Ned Baker,
Tim Conway, Alberty Dyckes, Crystal
Ellis, William Evans, Edward Ferkany,
Ollie Glass Jr., Andrew Housholder,
Charles Kurfess, Stanley Kutler,
Harold McGrady, Nick Mileti, George
Mylander, Hiroko Nakamoto, Don
Nehlen, Donald Percy. Charles Perry,
J. Robert Sebo, Charles Shanklin.
Robert Thompson. Dorothy Tucker,
James Tucker, Jr.
■ 1960s: James Bailey, William Carl,
Bernard Casey, Robert Clasen,
Susan Finn, Thomas Gouttierre,
Brenda Hollis, Ginger Kathrens,
James Karugu. Jimmy Light, Geoffrey
- Radbill, Arnold Rampersad, Edward
Reiter, Nate Thurmond, John Tozzi,

take the time to think of the people
who came before them, many who
were not only successful academi
cally but went on to do "great things
for the country and even the world."
Some of those successful alumni
were honored Saturday night as part
of the 100 Most I'rominent Alumni.
The celebration honored graduates
like the president and CEO of Adobe
Systems, Inc. Shantanu Narayen,
prize-winning novelist Anthony
Doerr, the 2006 United Airlines first
Officer of the Year lulia (aliens and
the president and CEO ofWhite CasUe
Hamburgers William Ingram III.
"This is an education worth celebrating," Weiss said. "Both the education you're getting now,... and |the
educationl given years ago."

Jr. Ronald VanLieu, Fran Voll, John
Voorhees, Stephen Weber, Ronald
Whitehouse, Mary Wolfe. Sheldon
Zedeck
■ 1970s: John Abrams, Richard Allen,
Russell Barkley, MarkBerman,
Scott Clark, William Dallas. Steven
Demos. William Easterly, Carolyn
Forche, Keith Grass, William Harper,
Jack Hayes, Paul Hooker, Michael
Hoskins, E. William Ingram III,
Iris Jones, David Kennedy, Cheryl
Krueger, Richard Mathey, John Meier,
Betty Montgomery, James Pickens,
Jr., Kevin Webb, Phillip Weller, Jon
West, Michael Wilcox, David Wottle,
Kenneth Yonlz. Willie Young
■ 1980s: Daniel Ayalon, Julie Callens,
Gary Fahle, Jennifer Higdon, George
McPhee, Mary Minnick. Shantanu
Narayen, Richard Nedelkoff, Martin
Porter, Randolph Rowe, Eugene
Sanders, David Sokol, Shawn Ulreich
■ 1990s: Anthony Doerr, Eileen O'Neill.
Hugh Smith
■ 2000s: Martina Hanulova
Source: http//*wwbgsuedu/oflices/alumni/prrjgrams/
pag«77830 html
1011
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Graduation parties streams fun in all forms
By Max Filby
Reporter

Whether you are willing to spend
$500 or just looking to have a
small get together can add up to a
successful party.
Typically, graduation parties are
held either a week in advance or
up to a month after the day of
commencement, said Danielle
Garrett-Mullen, event planner for
Polka-Dot Planner in Toledo.
"It depends if people just want
to celebrate with the people they
go to school with or whether they
want to celebrate with family back
home," Garrett-Mullen said.
After picking a date, choosing
a venue —such as a house, hall
or park — is the next step in planning, Garrett-Mullen said.
"A majority of people like to
have them at their house." she
said. "In most parks you can't serve
alcohol, and college students usually like to have that."
Banquet halls offer daily rentals around S500 without food
and catering expenses. Halls will
usually provide catering services
including food and alcohol for
around $20 a person.
Some halls will also let people
bring their own food and drinks
instead of charging a catering fee.
Most restaurants offer catering on

a fixed price, while independent
caterers are usually willing to work
with peoples' budgets, GarrettMullen said.
Most parties are not themed and
are usually dependent on what the
graduate wants.
"One graduation party I went
to had a blow up bounce house,"
Garrett-Mullen said. "I've never
seen college kids so excited about
one before."
Another favorite for graduation celebrations are party favors
including usual candies and giftcards. Some parties even offer
"candy bars," where people are
given bags to fill up with their
favorite candy before leaving,
Garrett-Mullen said.
Another way to make a graduation party stand out is through
custom invitations.
"One way to look at invitations
is that they are going to be the first
impression," said Amy Ix;sniewicz,
owner of Alice-Louise Press in
Ottawa I lills, Ohio.
Customizing
invitations
includes overall design, letterpress texture, wording,
color, font and theme. Maps
and custom envelopes are also
available for order with graduation invitations, according to
Alice-Louise Press.com
Invitations should be mailed out

Graduates lose e-mail addresses
ByZachGaM
Reporter

When students graduate from
the University, they'll be leaving
behind a lot: old friends, favorite
professors, University dining and
their e-mail address.
After a student graduates from the
University, their e-mail address on
the University's server remains intact
for six months. It's then disabled and
users won't be able to log into their
accounts, said Ben Pope, sophomore
ITS technician.
E-mail addresses from graduates
and people leaving the University are
disabled in order to free up space on

the University's server, Pope said.
Pope said graduates should change
their mailing address to a different
account —such as Yahoo! mail or
Google's "Gmail"—as quickly as possible to avoid any problems.
Pope said the University is not
responsible for forwarding any e-mail
going to a personal University account
One recent graduate said changing his e-mail address isn't a big deaL
University graduate Chris Fair said
losing his University e-mail address
had little affect on him.
"1 used [the University e-mail] reasonably often," Fair said. "It wasn't my
primary e-mail by any concern."

about three months ahead of the
scheduled event, Lesniewicz said.
Alice-Louise Press offers about a
two-week turnaround from order
date, with design meetings held
prior to ordering.
"It's nice to have a unique invitation and stand out rather than
just picking one out from a book,"
Lesniewicz said.
If graduates are looking for a
simple, last hoorah at their house
or apartment in Bowling Green,
retailers like Party City offer graduate and organization discounts and
low prices on balloons.

SCHMIDLIN
From Page 2

at a point where life's pleasures are
once again more important to us
than money, jobs, benefits, pensions
or condos at the beach.
Why worry about any of that when
we have friends?
The drunken college kids at 1 a.m.
are still listening to Bob Dylan, nearly 50 years after the song's original
release, which is telling
During my five years at the
University, and in particular the past
five months or so, I've come to realize the many advantages people my
age have. Wre entering a troubling
job market and the country is plummeting, but we can still find the time
for brother and sisterhood. It's a
beautiful thing
I have met many friends, all from
different political and religious orientations and backgrounds. Since I
come from no real political or religious affiliation, 1 worried about my
ability to "fit in" (I still really don't).
But 1 found it isn't hard to talk to
anybody. Almost anyone will listen
to you, so long as you listen to them.
I used to think of Steely Dan's "Hey
Nineteen" — a song all about how
hard it is to relate to the current
generation — as pertaining to me.
Thankfully, I've met people who
have changed that opinion.
I can now leave college without so much of the cynicism I
came in with.
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Behind the bylines, designs, photographs and stories, we are ultimately students. As we get ready to graduate, we are reminded ot what The BG News provided to us during our time here. No matter where we go or what we do, we will always remember the skills, hard work and memories developed in 210 West
Hall. Thank you to Bob Bortel, Brandi Barhite, Ken Edwards, Cindy Gerken, Sandie Smetzer, Paul Obringer and Tonya Whitman for helping us along the way.

NAME,
POSITION:

SEMESTERS
WORKED:

AlainaBuzas,
photo editor

eight

NkoleCetebrezzc.

one

reporter

FAVORITE STORY/
PHOTOGRAPH/DESIGN:

THE COOLEST SOURCE/
FAVORITE MOMENT HERE:

BEST LIFE LESSON
LEARNED:

WHAT'S PLANNED NEXT:

Taking photos for the tractor pull last
summer.

When Bob made s'mores.

The best product is always
the result of a team effort.

Work tor a year, then go to graduate school
tor a mastersln photo journalism.

A preview on the Masters of Arts

Talking to the owner of Happy Badger.

Triple check the spelling of

Attending Northwestern University.

Exhibition.

LinChafrtz.

five

sources/names.

A story on Organic Alcohol and how to

Mike Paulus. the head of dining ser-

Don't sweat the small stuff.

make a college habit a little greener.

vices.

Everything will get done

Find a job and continue writing while
searching for a job in Europe.

somehow.
Vince Driver, reporter

four

A story on a youth boxing gym in

Goofing off in the newsroom.

Writing for a mid-sized city paper.

Toledo.
Bk Fowler, city editor

nine

A story on former Police Chief Galand

My favorite source was Galen Ash,

Nothing goes as planned

What is up next in my career is up to

Ash and how he felt on a murder case

former BG police chief.

when it comes to the news.

the cosmos because 1 have no idea.

A preseason feature on Tyler Sheehan
and Freddie Barnes before they broke
records.

Burke Badenhop, former BGSU baseball player and current reliever on the
Florida Marlins.

Have patience with other
people.

Working for the Medina Gazette with
the hope to cover college/professional
sports.

A story highlighting the issue of sex
trafficking in Toledo.

My first front page story.

The value of people's stones
and the great impact they
can have.

1 hope to use the skills I've learned and
utilize them in a nonprofit organization.

finally solved.
Andrew Harner, sports

three

editor

Christie

KHWT,

reporter

five

Michefle UMMHMi
reporter

three

A stop/ on public urination and the
legal consequences of the offense.

Hearing all the marriage proposals in
a story 1 wrote.

Managing procrastination
skills.

Find a job to pay off student loans,
preferably not in the fast food industry.

Andy OurM, special
sections editor

seven

Covering President Barack Obama
visit last summer and this winter in
Cleveland.

Handing out my first special sections during the Homecoming Parade.
Everyone wanted one!

Be persistent in what you
want. An excellent story is the
result of hard wrxk.

Freelancing in the northwest Ohio area.

GinaPotthoff,
editor-in-chief

eight

Series on the employee-seperation program and the teachers/staff leaving.

Covering President Bill Clinton's visit
to Bowling Green campaigning for
Hillary in 2008.

Make deadlines, always be
calm and keep quarters
on-hand for the vending
machines.

Paid, reporting internship at The
Columbus Dispatch.

Anthony PMHDS,

eight

A story on folklore tours. I almost
screamed when I saw a creepy mannequin.

Talking to Ricardo Urista and Bob
Wager.

Earnestly and politley ask
questions to get the necessary answers.

Apply to every paper from here to
Cincinnati. If that doesn't work, road
trip!

I loved working on our special section
before the BGSUTBoise State game.
I convinced the provost to paint his
face.

I once saw Carol Cartwright by the
University Seal wearing orange. It was
awesome.

You can always bounce back.
If you're the cause of a bad
paper today, there's always
tomorrow.

Working as a page designer at The
Muncie Star Press.

Taylor Rkhtor.dwiqn

- i

Kyi* SchmidMn. forum

four

A column on the Haitian earthquake
and the U.S. involvement/manipulation of Haiti in history.

The owners of Comer Grill thanked me
after I wrote a column urging people
to eat there.

Most people are wiling to talk
to you, if only you can find the
way to open up.

Continue writing columns and talking
about things mainstream media coverage is missing.

Brrttany Washington,

four

I love covering event stories

Overhearing one of my sources talking
about fiow bad I did on a story with
me behind him.

Don't procrastinte! Easier
said than done.

Graduate school and then eventually
ending up in Atlanta or Chicago for a
dream job.

Eddie Kipchoge, former cross-country

Never be afraid to talk to anyone, no matter the situation
because you can learn a lot.

Hopefully, I'll be reporting or writing columns for a paper and magazine.

JoshWhethenSoitasst.
forumedrtor

A column on dumb people in our soci-

seven
.'.
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FACILITIES 8. SERVICES
• 184 guest rooms including 10 suites
• 18,000 sq. ft. flexible meeting space
including a 10,000 sq. ft. ballroom
• Non-smoking rooms and accessible
rooms available
• Indoor pool and whirlpool
• Workout facility
• Evening room service
• Pavilion Lounge
• 24-hour Pavilion Pantry
convenience mart
• Complimentary 24-hour business
center
• Complimentary wireless high-speed
Internet access throughout hotel
ROOM AMENITIES
• Complimentary wired & wireless
high-speed Internet and secure, remote printing to the business center
• Refrigerator, microwave oven and
coffee maker
• Self-adjusting Garden Sleep System®

Big Day with your Family?
Let us make them feel at home.
The Hilton Garden Inn Toledo/Perrysburg is ideal for visiting family & friends.
Just 10 minutes north of the BGSU campus located at Levis Commons. Easily accessible to I-75,1-475

• Large work desk with convenient
desk-level outlets, adjustable lighting and ergonomic Mirra® chair by
Herman Miller
• Two telephones featuring voicemail,
speaker capability and data port
• 32" high-definition flat tube TV with
on-demand movies, video games &
complimentary HBO"
THE HILTON FAMILY PLAN
There is no charge for children, 18
and under, when they occupy the
same room as their parents or
grandparents.

and the Ohio Turnpike, the Hilton Garden Inn offers the finest in accommodations and amenities. Levis
Commons offers great shopping, dining and entertainment. So, let us be their home away from home.
You'll sleep better!
Everything. Right where you need it®.
When tomorrow's a big day, stay HGI tonight.

^0 Hilton
0^ Garden InnToledo/Perrysburg

Commodore Ballroom and Event Center

6165 Levis Commons Blvd.,
Perrysburg, OH 43551
419-873-0700
1-877-STAY-HGI
Reservations: toledoperrysburg.hgi.com
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Memories, experiences yield change during college years

US

«fcif
JOSH
V
V
WHETHERHOLT
MM
ASSISTANT FORUM

The revolutionary Che Guevara once
said, "Lei the world change you and
you can change the world."
I have taken this mantra with me
for a long time now, looking for ways
the world can change me into something better.
So tar, nothing in my life has forced

me to grow and change the way this
college in Bowling Green has.
People in college today are going
through an interesting time in their
lives. We are young, educated and free
to do virtually anything we want.
The possibilities for people to go out
and just live are limitless in this day
and age. This is made possible in large
part because of the fact we are in college and tree from the responsibilities
most people deal with.
I remember when I first arrived at
Anderson College in South Carolina
Once my mother helped me move in,

SPEAKERS RETURN,
CONVENE FOR
COMMENCEMENT
ComplUd by Andy Ouri.l
Special Sections Editor

Seven graduation speakers, including three seniors, will address the thousands of graduates next week during commencement ceremonies.
All speakers have ties lo the University.
Alumni speakers were chosen because of their contributions to the
University or their achievements since their graduation. Student speakers
were chosen because they stood oul in academics and extracurricular.
Ronald Whitehouse will be the lone recipient of an honorary degree
Below are the speakers and the commencement ceremony they will
address.
Sources; Marketing and Commumcations. Cleveland Metropolitan School District

TECHNOLOGY:
OCHUKO EVWARAYE
Evwaraye is a bachelor
of science in architecture
and environmental design
candidate.
He played for BG's men's
soccer team from 2006-09
and was the leading goal
scorer in 2008. He was
named to the 2008 All-MAC Academic
Team for varsity soccer and outstanding
academic achievements, and was recognized for three years as a BG honors
athlete.
Evwaraye helped designed the new layout
for the men's locker room, participated in
interviews and the hiring of companies and
supervised all construction throughout the
project.
Ochuko was awarded first place in the 2008
National Concrete Masonry Associations
architecture student design competition.

GRADUATE:
TIMOTHY
SMITH
iimuini omnn
Smith
received
a bachelor of scielorofscience degree
in business
administration
11965 and a
master of arts in college student personnel in 1967 — both
from the University.
In 2009 he was named special
assistant to President Carol
Cartwright and charged with
developing relationships to
develop economic enhancement for the University.
Smith was previously involved
in the health insurance and
served as the senior vice president of Sky Insurance.

I was alone and free for the first lime
in 18 years, ready to turn a whole new
page in life.
I went out to parties and bars while
making friends whenever possible.
Like many students once they come
to college, 1 had discarded my shell.
Walking on campus one afternoon I
ran into about a dozen people 1 knew
from various things. An older friend
of mine asked how 1 knew everyone. 1
simply told him, "because I go out and
talk lo anyone and everyone"
I have met so many different people
from so marry different backgrounds

ARTS AND SCIENCES:
HEATH DIEHL
Diehl came to the
University in 1995 as a
doctoral student in the
English department. He
served as a graduate
teaching assistant for the
General Studies Writing
Program and as a graduate research assistant at the Institute for
the Study of Culture and Society.
As a faculty member, he regularly teaches courses in academic writing and has
been involved in the Common Reading
Experience and the BG Experience program.
Diehl's been nominated twice for Who's
Who Among America's Teachers, has
been nominated for the Distinguished
Lecturer/Instructor Award from the
College of Arts and Sciences, and was
recently named the University's 2010
Master Teacher Award winner by the
Student Alumni Connection.

HEALTH AND HUMAN
TRACI HOLLAND

dtniibto
SERVICES:

Holland transferred
to the University from
Indiana University
[HJ1 Kokomo in the spring of
^^ ■ ^A^H 2008.
I^B «W Since her arrival.
|fH
I Holland was the
recipient of the BG
Success Scholarship, the Dr. Jeanette
Daniel son -Sam pa tacos Scholarship, the
Harold and Ivalou Bordner Scholarship
in Gerontology and the E.R. Pallister
Scholarship.
Holland completed her 440-hour internship at the Wood County Committee on
Aging in Bowling Green. She has volunteered and completed service learning
projects at various nursing homes and
assisted living facilities in both Bowling
Green and Perrysburg. She is also a certified hospice volunteer.

UM^^^M

ETjfl

while at college. I've listened to the tilings
they enjoy and what brings them down
These connections and experiences
haw brought on waves of change that
have influenced my perspective on so
many different matters. This has made
me feel like a better-rounded person,
which I know has only been made possible by attending college
I don't mean to give the impression
thai 1 was some biggol or fascist before
arriving in BowlingGreen. I was already
a fairly open-minded individual, but I
didn'i have many things to back up
my open views. Now with the people I

EDUCATION/MUSIC:
RANDY GARDNER

have met and learned from, my views
have been justified and some of them
have even changed.
Not all change is good, and for that
matter, not all the change I've experienced at college has been positive.
But ultimately it is that change, good
or bad, lhat has made me into the
person I am today. Without my time
at Bowling Green I have no idea how
change could have affected me.
Now thai I am preparing lo graduate, I can go out with my loads of
memories and experiences and make
my impact on the world.

HONORARY DEGREE
RECIPIENT:
RONALD R. WHITEHOUSE

u i
Representative
Randy Gardner
(R) from Bowling
Green is in his 25th
year of serving
Wood County and
northwest Ohio in
the Ohio General

Assembly.
During this time. Gardner has
never missed a day of session in
the House of Representatives or
Senate, casting more than 8.300
consecutive roll call votes.
Gardner received both his bachelor
of science degree in education
and master's degree in political
science from the University. He
is also a recipient of the Friend
of the College Award from the
College of Education and Human
Development and the University's
Distinguished Alumni Award.

BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION:
JAMIE HOKE
Hoke is a bachelor
of science in business administration
degree candidate
with a specialization
in supply chain management.
Her involvement on
campus includes Dance Marathon,
the Institute for Supply Management,
serving as a peer facilitator for BG
Experience and a volunteer for Relay
for Life and Wood Lane camps.
Jamie was nationally recognized as
one of seven students to be awarded
the R, Gene Richter Foundation
Scholarship presented annually to
the top students in the field of supply
chain management.

Whitehouse
graduated from the
University in 1967
rith a bachelor's
degree in economics.
Whitehouse. now
retired, is past chairman of the board
for HQ Network Systems Inc. in San
Francisco and the former CEO and
owner of HQ affiliates in Chicago,
Florida. Indianapolis and San Diego.
He is also former CEO and owner
of Whitehouse Industries Inc. and
Johnston Boiler Co.
As a student. Whitehouse was a threeyear letter winner on the University
golf team. As an alumnus, he is a
member of the Sebo Athletic Center
and the BGSU Dallas-Hamilton
*
Entrepreneurial Center steering committees.

FIRELANDS:
EUGENE T.W. SANDERS
Sanders received his Ph.D.
in education administration and supervision with
an emphasis on organizational leadership from the
University.
He was inducted in
2009 to the Erie County
Chamber of Commerces "Gallery of
Achievers." a hall-of-fame program that'
recognizes significant life accomplishments
of people who received most or all of their
education in Erie County.
Sanders was named Ohio Superintendent
of the Year ban. earned the NAACP's
Daisy Bates Award for his leadership In
raising graduation rates and announced as
one of the University's 100 Most Prominent
Alumni.
Sanders is the CEO of the Cleveland
Metropolitan School District.
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